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A LIE ALGEBRA ATTACHED TO A PROJECTIVE VARIETY
Eduard Looijenga and Valery A. Lunts∗
Abstract. Each choice of a Ka¨hler class on a compact complex manifold defines
an action of the Lie algebra sl(2) on its total complex cohomology. If a nonempty
set of such Ka¨hler classes is given, then we prove that the corresponding sl(2)-copies
generate a semisimple Lie algebra. We investigate the formal properties of the re-
sulting representation and we work things out explicitly in the case of complex tori,
hyperka¨hler manifolds and flag varieties. We pay special attention to the cases where
this leads to a Jordan algebra structure or a graded Frobenius algebra.
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Introduction
Let X be a projective manifold of complex dimension n. If κ ∈ H2(X) is an ample
class, then cupping with it defines an operator eκ in the total complex cohomology
(denoted here by H(X)) of degree 2 and the hard Lefschetz theorem asserts that for
s = 0, . . . , n, esκ maps H
n−s(X) isomorphically onto Hn+s(X). As is well-known,
this is equivalent to the exististence of a (unique) operator fκ in H(X) of degree −2
such that the commutator [eκ, fκ] is the operator h which on H
k(X) is multiplication
by k−n. The elements eκ, h, fκ make up a Lie subalgebra gκ of gl(H(X)) isomorphic
to sl(2) and the decomposition of H(X) as a gκ-module into isotypical summands
is just the primitive decomposition: the primitive cohomology in degree n − s
generates the isotypical summand associated to the irreducible representation of
dimension s+1. As these operators respect the Hodge decomposition (in the sense
that eκ resp. fκ has bidegree (1, 1) resp. (−1,−1)), the Hodge structure on H(X) is
entirely determined by the Hodge structure on the primitive cohomology. However,
the primitive decomposition usually depends in a nontrivial way on the choice of
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κ. This we regard as a fortunate fact, as it often leads to finding an even smaller
Hodge substructure of H(X) that determines the one on H(X). To be explicit, let
us define the Ne´ron–Severi Lie algebra gNS(X) as the Lie subalgebra of gl(H(X))
generated by the gκ’s with κ an ample class. This Lie algebra is defined over Q
and is evenly graded by the adjoint action of its semisimple element h (with its
degree 2k summand acting as transformations of bidegree (k, k)). We prove in this
paper that it is also semisimple. So if we regard H(X) as a representation of this
Lie algebra, then the subspace of H(X) annihilated by the negative degree part of
gNS(X) is a Hodge substructure that determines the one on H(X). Notice that this
Hodge substructure is itself still invariant under the degree zero part of gNS(X)
(which is a reductive Lie subalgebra). Despite its naturality, this idea appears to
be new (although a note by [Verbitsky 1990], of which we were not aware of when
we started this research, is suggestive in this repect.)
Whereas the eκ’s commute, the corresponding fκ’s don’t in general. This makes
it difficult to compute the Ne´ron–Severi Lie algebra in practice. It is often helpful
when we know of a morphism from X to another projective manifold Y whose base
and fibers are well-understood: for example, the fact that the associated Leray
spectral sequence degenerates yields (among other things) the existence of a copy
of gNS(Y ) in gNS(X). This is an ingredient of our proof that the Ne´ron–Severi
Lie algebra of flag variety of a simple complex Lie group is “as big as possible”
(reflected by the fact that its Hodge structure is as simple as possible): it is the Lie
algebra of infinitesimal automorphisms of a naturally defined bilinear form (which
is either symmetric or skew) on its cohomology.
But if the fκ’s happen to commute, then we are in a very interesting situation:
the Ne´ron–Severi Lie algebra has degrees −2, 0 and 2 only and the (complexified)
Ne´ron–Severi group acquires the structure of a Jordan algebra without preferred
unit element. For abelian varieties this is a classical fact, although, as far as we
know, it had not been seen from this point of view. The Ne´ron–Severi Lie algebra
appears here as a natural companion of the Mumford–Tate group: the latter helps
us to find the Hodge ring as a ring of invariants, whereas the decomposition of the
Hodge ring into Q-irreducible representations of the Ne´ron–Severi Lie algebra helps
us to say more about its structure. (For example, the subring generated by the
divisor classes is one such irreducible summand.)
Here are some variants of this construction: instead of working with complex
projective manifolds, we could do this for compact complex manifolds that admit
a Ka¨hler metric and replace the ample classes by Ka¨hler classes. Or we could even
take all cohomology classes of degree 2 that have the Lefschetz property; clearly, the
complex structure has now become irrelevant. The resulting Lie algebra’s are again
semisimple and we call them the Ka¨hler Lie algebra and the total Lie algebra of the
manifold respectively. Examples of interest here are complex tori and hyperka¨hler
manifolds; in both cases we get Jordan algebra structures. In a different direction,
we can take for X a projective variety and take instead its complex intersection
homology, even with values in a variation of polarized Hodge structure.
These examples lead us to formalize the situation by means of what we have
called a Lefschetz module. This is essentially a graded vector space equipped with a
set of commuting degree two operators that have the Lefschetz property, such that
the Lie algebra generated by the corresponding sl(2)-triples is semisimple. So this
vector space becomes a representation of a semisimple Lie algebra, and it was one
of our goals to classify the representations that so arise. Although we found some
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rather restrictive properties, we did not succeed in this.
We now briefly decribe the contents of the separate sections.
In section 1 we introduce the notion that is central to this paper, that of a
Lefschetz module, and discuss its basic properties. If a Lefschetz module has a
compatible Hodge structure, as is the case for the cohomology of a projective man-
ifold, then there is also defined its Mumford–Tate group and we compare the two
notions. We next define and discuss the closely related notion of a Lefschetz pair.
This is followed by a partial classification of such pairs in case the associated Lie
algebra is of classical type.
In section 2 we concentrate on the case when the fκ’s commute. We show
that the resulting structure is essentially that of a Jordan algebra and that is why
a complete classification is available. We are also led to a remarkable class of
Frobenius algebra’s associated to each Jordan algebra, some of which we describe
explicitly.
The next two sections are devoted to examples of Ka¨hler manifolds that give
rise to Lefschetz modules of Jordan type. First we compute the total Lie algebra
and the Ka¨hler Lie algebra of a complex torus. Then we turn our attention to the
Ne´ron–Severi Lie algebra of an abelian variety A and express it in terms of the
endomorphism algebra of A. We find that that this Ne´ron–Severi Lie algebra inter-
sects End(A)⊗C in a Lie ideal of End(A)⊗C and we describe the complementary
ideal.
Our treatment of hyperka¨hler manifolds (in section 4) follows essentially [Ver-
bitsky 1995], a preprint that in turn is partly based on a preliminary version of
the present paper. As an application we show how the Hodge structure on the
cohomology algebra of a compact hyperka¨hlerian manifold is expressed in terms of
the Hodge structure on its degree two part. We also give an alternative description
of the Beauville-Bogomolov quadratic form on the Ne´ron–Severi group.
Thus the abelian varieties and the hyperka¨hler manifolds produce the classical
Jordan algebra’s. The exceptional Jordan algebra can be realized topologically and
we ask whether it is realizable by a Calabi-Yau threefold.
Section 5 is about filtered Lefschetz modules. The example to keep in mind
here is the Leray filtration on H(X) defined by a surjective morphism f : X → Y
of projective manifolds. We apply this to the case where f is a projective space
bundle. In combination with a theorem proved in the appendix we are then able
to determine the Ne´ron–Severi Lie algebra of a flag variety. It would be interesting
to do the same for the intersection homology of Schubert varieties.
In section 6 we investigate another interesting class of Lefschetz modules, which
we have called Frobenius–Lefschetz modules. These arise as the Lefschetz submod-
ule of the cohomology of a projective manifold generated by its unit element. The
Jordan–Lefschetz modules are among them and we suspect that the remaining sim-
ple Frobenius–Lefschetz modules are “tautological representations” of orthogonal or
symplectic Lie algebra’s. The main result (6.8) of this section supports this belief:
it says that any other simple Frobenius–Lefschetz module must be a representation
of an exceptional Lie algebra.
We began this work in the Fall of 1990, when both of us were at the University
of Michigan in Ann Arbor. We would like to thank its Mathematics Department
for providing so stimulating working conditions. One of us (Looijenga) thanks in
particular Igor Dolgachev for many inspiring discussions (then and later) regarding
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the subject matter of this paper as well as closely related questions. Our work
continued during the Spring of 1991, while Looijenga was at the University of Utah.
He gratefully remembers the friendly atmosphere he encountered there. After an
interruption we resumed work on this paper in the academic year 1994-95. We
thank Tonny Springer for some helpful references and Bertram Kostant, Misha
Verbitsky and Yuri Zahrin for useful conversations.
1. Lefschetz modules
(1.1) We fix a field K of characteristic zero. Let M• be a Z-graded K-vector
space of finite dimension and denote by h : M → M the transformation that is
multiplication by k in degree k. So a linear transformation u :M →M has degree
k if and only if [h, u] = ku.
We say that a linear transformation e : M → M of degree 2 has the Lefschetz
property if for all integers k ≥ 0, ek maps M−k isomorphically onto Mk. According
to the Jacobson–Morozov lemma this is equivalent to the existence of K-linear
transformation f in M of degree −2 such that [e, f ] = h. This f is then unique
and (e, h, f) is a sl(2)-triple: the assignment
(
0 1
0 0
)
7→ e,
(
1 0
0 −1
)
7→ h,
(
0 0
1 0
)
7→ f
defines a representation of sl(2). If h and e happen to be contained in a semisimple
Lie subalgebra g ⊂ gl(M), then so is f .
Now let a be a finite dimensional K-vector space. We regard a as a graded
abelian Lie algebra which is homogeneous of degree two. We say that a graded
Lie homomorphism e : a → gl(M) has the Lefschetz property if for some a ∈ a,
ea has that property. Notice that the set of a ∈ a with the Lefschetz property is
always Zariski open in a. For a in this open set, we have defined the operator fa
such that (ea, h, fa) is sl(2)-triple. This defines a rational map f : a → gl(M) in
the sense of algebraic geometry. We let g(a,M) denote the Lie subalgebra of gl(M)
generated by the transformations ea, fa. If a is merely an abelian group that acts
on M by operators of degree 2, then the linear extension a ⊗K → gl(M) is a Lie
homomorphism and we then often write g(a,M) for g(a ⊗ K,M). The following
example shows that this Lie algebra need not act reductively in M .
Example. Consider the graded sl(2)-representation M = sl(2) ⊕ K2, where
sl(2) = Ke+Kh+Kf has the adjoint representation (with its usual grading) and
K2 is the trivial representation in degree zero. Define an operator e′ of degree
2 in M by e′(xf + yh + zf, u, v) = (ve, z, 0). Then ee′ = e′e = 0, so that e
and e′ span an abelian Lie algebra a. Since e has the Lefschetz property, the
Lie algebra g = g(a,M) is defined. Now a kills (0, 1, 0), but the line spanned
by this vector has no g-invariant complement. This example was chosen as to
make g infinitesimally preserve a nondegenerate quadratic form on M (namely
(xf + yh+ zf, u, v) 7→ −2xz+ y2+2uv). A smaller example without that property
is the submodule sl(2)⊕K ⊕ 0.
Notice that g(a,M) is evenly graded and that the grading is induced from the
action of adh. We say that (a,M) is a Lefschetz module if g(a,M) is semisimple.
In case M 6= 0, we call greatest integer n with Mn 6= 0 (or equivalently, M−n 6= 0)
the depth of M .
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The collection of Lefschetz modules is closed under direct sums, tensor products
and taking duals. Also, a Lefschetz module M has always the decomposition M =
Mev ⊕Modd, where Mev (resp. Modd) is the direct sum of the Mk’s with k even
(resp. odd). Since any representation of a semisimple Lie algebra is reductive,
the category of Lefschetz modules of a is semisimple. A Lefschetz a-module M is
irreducible as a Lefschetz module if and only if it is irreducible as a g(a,M)-module.
There is also an exterior direct sum and tensor product: if (a′,M ′) and (a′′,M ′′)
are Lefschetz modules, then we have defined Lefschetz modules
(a′ × a′′,M ′ ⊞M ′′), e(a′,a′′)(m′, m′′) = (ea′m′, ea′′m′′)
(a′ × a′′,M ′ ⊠M ′′), e(a′,a′′)(m′ ⊗m′′) = ea′m′ ⊗m′′ +m′ ⊗ ea′′m′′.
The associated Lie algebra is in the first case equal to g(a′,M ′)× g(a′′,M ′′). This
is also true in the second case if both factors are nonzero.
The preceding discussion showed that when studying Lefschetz modules we may
restrict ourselves to irreducible ones. The following lemma allows the further re-
duction of having the associated Lie algebra simple.
(1.2) Lemma. Let M be an irreducible Lefschetz a-module and let g(a,M) =
g′ × g′′ be a decomposition of Lie algebra’s. Then this decomposition is graded and
there exist irreducible Lefschetz a-modules M ′ and M ′′ such that M ∼=M ′⊗M ′′ as
Lefschetz a-modules with g′ resp. g′′ corresponding to g(a,M ′) resp. g(a,M ′′).
Proof. Since the grading of g is the eigen space decomposition of adh it is immediate
that upon writing h = (h′, h′′) ∈ g′× g′′, g(i) gets a grading from adh(i) making the
decomposition a graded one.
Since M is an irreducible module of the semisimple Lie algebra g(a,M), it must
have the form M ′ ⊗ M ′′ with M (i) a g(i)-module. This is compatible with the
gradings. If the rational map f : a → g−2 = g′−2 ⊕ g′′−2 is written (f ′, f ′′), then
[h, f ] = −2f implies [h′, f ′] = −2f ′ and [h′′, f ′′] = −2f ′′. So M (i) a Lefschetz
module of a with the stated property.
(1.3) Given a Lefschetz module M of a, then an invariant bilinear form on M
is a bilinear map φ : M ×M → K that defines a morphism of Lefschetz modules
M ⊗ M → K (where a acts trivially on K): so φ is zero on Mk × Ml unless
k + l = 0 and a preserves the form φ infinitesimally: φ(eam,m
′) + φ(m, eam
′) = 0
for all m,m′ ∈ M and a ∈ a. If a is a Lefschetz element, then the Jacobson–
Morozov lemma implies that fa also preserves φ infinitesimally. So g(a,M) is
then a subalgebra of aut(M,φ). If φ is nondegenerate and symmetric (resp. skew-
symmetric), then we call (M,φ) an orthogonal (resp. symplectic) representation.
Since a nonzero invariant bilinear form on an irreducible representation is either
orthogonal or symplectic, any Lefschetz module with nondegenerate bilinear form is
the perpendicular direct sum of Lefschetz modules that are irreducible orthogonal,
irreducible symplectic, or the direct sum of an irreducible Lefschetz module with
its dual.
(1.4) Many Lefschetz modules have the additional structure of an algebra. Let
A = ⊕2ni=0Ai be a graded-commutative algebra with A0 = K. We say that A is a
Lefschetz algebra of depth n if A[n] is a Lefschetz module of depth n over A2. Such a
Lefschetz module can be endowed with an invariant (−)n-symmetric bilinear form:
let
∫
: A → K be a linear form that is an isomorphism in degree 2n and zero in
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all other degrees and define φ(a, b) := (−1)q ∫ (ab) if a is homogeneous of degree
n + 2q or n + 2q + 1. If this form is nondegenerate (which is for instance the case
when A[n] is irreducible as a Lefschetz module), then the form (a, b) 7→ ∫ (ab) is
also nondegenerate and so A becomes a Frobenius algebra (in the graded sense).
(1.5) LetM be a graded real vector space. A Hodge structure of total weight d on
M consists of a bigrading on its complexification: M ⊗ C = ⊕p,q∈ZMp,q such that
(i) Mk ⊗ C = ⊕p+q=k+dMp,q for all k and (ii) complex conjugation interchanges
Mp,q and M q,p. These data are conveniently described in terms of an action of the
Deligne torus on M . We recall [Deligne 1979] that this is two-dimensional torus S
defined over Q that is obtained from GL(1) by restricting scalars from C to R. It
comes with two characters z, z¯ that are each others complex conjugate and generate
the character group. Their product is for obvious reasons called the norm character
and is denoted Nm. There is also a natural homomorphism w : GL(1) → S which
on the real points is given by the inclusion R× ⊂ C× = S(R). We follow Deligne’s
convention by letting S act on M so that Mp,q becomes the eigen space of z−pz¯−q
(this action is defined over R). A positive number t > 0, viewed as an element
of C× = S(R), acts on Mk as multiplication by t
−k−d. So w(t) acts on M as
t−d−h(= t−d exp(− log(t)h)).
The action of
√−1 ∈ C× = S(R) on MC is on Mp,q multiplication by (
√−1)q−p;
it is a real operator, called the Weil operator; we denote it by J .
Suppose we are also given a nondegenerate (−)d-symmetric form φ : M×M → R
that is zero on Mp,q ×Mp′,q′ unless (p + p′, q + q′) = (d, d) (this is equivalent to
φ(gm, gm′) = Nm(g)−dφ(m,m′) for all g ∈ S(C)). Let e : M → M be a real
operator of bidegree (1, 1) which preserves φ infinitesimally. Clearly, e commutes
with J and it is easily checked that for k ≥ 0, the mapHke : M−k⊗C×M−k⊗C→ C
defined by
Hke (m,m
′) := φ(ekm, Jm′),
is a Hermitian form. We say that e is a polarization of (M,φ) if for all k ≥ 0, Hke
is definite on Ker(ek+1|M−k ⊗ C).
(1.6) Proposition. Let (M,φ) be as above. Let a be a real abelian Lie algebra with
a pure weight two Hodge structure that acts morphically on (M,φ) (i.e., the action
is by mutually commuting transformations of degree 2 that preserve φ infinitesimally
and with a ⊗M → M a morphism of Hodge structures). Assume that for some
a ∈ a1,1, ea polarizes (M,φ). Then M is a Lefschetz module of a and g(a,M) is a
semisimple Lie algebra defined over R that preserves φ infinitesimally.
Proof. The nondegenerateness of the Hermitian form Hka on Ker(e
k+1
a |M−k ⊗ C)
implies that eka is injective on this subspace. It is easily checked that this, together
with the nondegenerateness of φ, implies that ea satisfies the Lefschetz property.
So g(a,M) is defined. If we regard φ as an element ofM∗⊗M∗ of degree zero, then
the fact that φ is killed by ea implies that it is killed by fa. So g(a,M) preserves
φ infinitesimally.
We next show that g(a,M) is reductive; since g(a,M) is generated by commu-
tators, it then follows that g(a,M) semisimple. To this end we observe that the
image of a in gl(M) is normalized by the Weil operator J . So the same is true
for g(a,M). As J is semisimple, it is therefore enough to show that any subspace
N ⊂ M ⊗ C that is invariant under both g(a,M) and J is nondegenerate with
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respect to φ: then its φ-perpendicular space will be an invariant complement. Con-
sider the primitive decomposition of N with respect to ea: N = ⊕k≥0C[ek]P−k(N),
where P−k(N) := Ker(e
k+1
a |N−k). This decomposition is φ-perpendicular and so
we need to show that φ is nondegenerate on each summand C[ek]P−k(N). For this
we observe that P−k(N) is J-invariant. Since H
k
a is definite on P−k(N), it follows
from the definition of Hka that φ is nondegenerate on P−k(N) + e
kP−k(N). The
fact that ek leaves φ infinitesimally invariant then implies that φ is nondegenerate
on C[ek]P−k(N).
(1.7) We briefly explain the relation between g(a,M) and the Mumford–Tate
group. For this we have to assume that M , its grading, a, and the action of a on M
are all defined over Q. Then g(a,M) is as a Lie subalgebra of gl(M) also defined
over Q. We further assume that a acts by transformations of bidegree (1, 1). Then
g(a,M)2k acts by transformations of bidegree (k, k), in other words, for all g ∈ S
and x ∈ g(a,M) we have gxg−1 = Nm(g)−h.
Consider the image of S in GL(M)×GL(1), where the second map is given by
the norm. One defines the Mumford–Tate group of M , MT(M), as the smallest Q-
subgroup of GL(M)×GL(1) containing this image. It is clear that this is actually a
subgroup of (×k GL(Mk))×GL(1). The projection of MT(M) onto the last factor
is still called the norm character and denoted likewise. The identity
gxg−1 = Nm(g)−h
is now valid for all g ∈ MT(M) and x ∈ g(a,M). This shows in particular that the
adjoint action of MT(M) on gl(M) leaves g(a,M) invariant.
(1.8) This suggests to combine the Mumford–Tate group and the group associ-
ated to the Lie algebra g(a,M) into a single group: if G(a,M) denotes the closed
subgroup of GL(M) with Lie algebra g(a,M), then MT(M)G(a,M) is a reductive
algebraic group defined over Q. Its Lie algebra has a natural Hodge structure; it is
obtained by composing the homomorphism S → MT(M)G(a,M) with the adjoint
action. In this set up the the roˆle of the Deligne torus is played by the semidirect
product S⋉ SL(2), where s ∈ S acts on SL(2) as conjugation by the diagonal ma-
trix diag(z(s)−1, z¯(s)). So the Q-homomorphism w : GL(1)→ S⋉SL(2), which on
the real points is given by t ∈ R× 7→ (t, diag(t, t−1)), maps onto a central subgroup.
A a polarized Hodge structure of weight d on (M,φ) can now be thought of as a
certain representation of this group onM with w(t) acting as multiplication by t−d.
The corresponding action of S on sl(2) is given by s 7→ (−z(s) − z¯(s)) adh, so
that for the resulting Hodge structure on sl(2), the bidegrees of e, h, f are (1, 1),
(0, 0), (−1,−1) respectively. In this spirit one can also enhance the notion of a set
of Shimura data, as defined by [Deligne].
(1.9) It is high time to give the examples that motivated the preceding defini-
tions. Let X be a compact Ka¨hlerian manifold of dimension n. We take for M its
shifted total complex cohomology H(X)[n] and we let φ be defined by
φ(α, β) := (−1)q
∫
X
α ∪ β
if α is homogeneous of degree n + 2q or n + 2q + 1. (We shall always suppose
that H(X) is equipped with form and autH(X) will stand for the Lie algebra of
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endomorphisms of H(X) that preserve this form infinitesimally.) The fundamental
theorems of Hodge theory tell us that M comes with a Hodge structure of total
weight n and that φ together with cupping with a Ka¨hler class defines a polarization
of M . So by proposition (1.6) H(X)[n] is a Lefschetz module over H2(X). The
corresponding semisimple Lie subalgebra of autH(X) will be called the total Lie
algebra of M and be denoted gtot(X); it is defined over Q. It is equivalent to
say that the cohomology algebra of X is a Lefschetz algebra. Clearly, gtot(X) is
independent of the complex structure. For example, if X is a product of an even
number of circles, then gtot(X) is defined.
If we want to take the complex structure into account, then it is more natural to
regard H(X)[n] as module over H1,1(X). This is by (1.6) also a Lefschetz module
structure. We shall refer to the associated Lie algebra as the Ka¨hler Lie algebra
of X and denote it by gK(X). For a complex projective manifold we can restrict
further and take for a the Ne´ron–Severi group NS(X). We call the corresponding
semisimple Lie algebra the Ne´ron–Severi Lie algebra of X (denoted gNS(X)). It is
defined over Q. Notice that the Ne´ron–Severi Lie algebra and the Mumford–Tate
group behave in opposite ways under specialization: the former gets bigger, whereas
the latter gets smaller.
If one of these Lie algebra’s g∗(X) is defined over a subfield K ⊂ C, then we
often write g∗(X ;K) for the corresponding Lie algebra of K-points.
(1.10) Here is another example. Let V be a complex vector space and W ⊂
GL(V ) a finite complex reflection group acting effectively (that is, VW = {0}). This
group acts naturally in the symmetric algebra of Sym(V ). According to a theorem
of Chevalley, the subalgebra of invariants, Sym(V )W is a polynomial algebra on
dim(V ) homogeneous generators. Let I be the ideal generated by the invariants
of positive degree. Then the quotient Sym(V )/I is a graded complete intersection
algebra. As a W -representation it is isomorphic to the regular representation.
In case W is a Weyl group, then after doubling the degrees, Sym(V )/I has the
interpretation of the cohomology algebra of a flag variety. From this we see that for
a suitable regrading, Sym(V )/I is a Lefschetz representation for the obvious action
of V . (We do not know whether this is true for an arbitrary reflection group.) We
shall determine the Lie algebra g(V, Sym(V )/I) in (5.8).
(1.11) The Ne´ron–Severi Lie algebra can also be defined whenX is an irreducible
projective variety: take for M the total intersection cohomology IH(X) with the
same shift in the grading. There is in general no such thing as a cup product on
this graded vector space, but the cohomology ring of X acts onM and according to
[Saito] polarizations have the Hodge–Lefschetz property. This even extends to the
case where we take intersection cohomology with values in a local system defined on
a Zariski open-dense subset that underlies a polarized variation of Hodge structure.
There is an invariant form φ defined as in the previous example. The natural setting
here is that of polarizable Hodge modules.
We return to general properties of Lefschetz modules.
(1.12) Proposition. The Lie algebra g(a,M) is a Lefschetz module of a. If a ∈ a
is such that fa is defined, then the Lie subalgebra g(a,M)≥0 (resp. g(a,M)≤0) is
generated by g(a,M)0 and ea (resp. fa). We have
Ug(a,M) = U(g(a,M)>0).U(g(a,M)0).U(g(a,M)<0).
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Proof. The first statement is clear and the second follows from this. The third is
clear also.
We define the primitive subspace of M as the set of vectors killed by g(a,M)<0.
It is a graded g(a,M)0-subrepresentation of M that we denote by Prim(M). Since
g(a,M)<0 is nilpotent, Prim(M) 6= 0. The previous proposition yields:
(1.13) Corollary. In the situation of the previous proposition, the primitive sub-
space Prim(M) is the maximal g(a,M)0-invariant subspace contained in Ker(fa).
Hence M is irreducible as a g(a,M)-representation if and only if Prim(M) is irre-
ducible as a g(a,M)0-representation (and if M 6= 0, then Prim(M) is the summand
of M of lowest degree).
The preceding suggests to shift, in Tannakian spirit, the emphasis from modules
to Lie algebra’s. For suppose that conversely, we are given a semisimple Lie algebra
g, a simple element h ∈ g (in the sense of appearing as the middle element of an
sl(2)-triple) and an abelian subalgebra a of g such that
(i) the adjoint representation of g makes g a Lefschetz module over a, i.e., there
is a rational map f : a → g−2 so that for e in the domain of f , we have an
sl(2)-triple (e, h, fe) and
(ii) g is as a Lie algebra generated by a and the image of f .
If M is a finite dimensional representation of g, then h determines a grading of M
and every e ∈ a in the domain of f has the Lefschetz property in M with respect to
this grading. So M is then a Lefschetz module of a. Since g is generated by a and
the image of f , it follows that g(a,M) is just the image of g in gl(M). This reduces
the classification of Lefschetz modules to classifying triples (g, h, a) as above. We
shall call such a triple a Lefschetz triple and its first two items, (g, h), a Lefschetz
pair. If we are given a Lefschetz pair (g, h), then we say that an associated Lefschetz
triple (g, h, a) is saturated if a is maximal for this property. The stabilizer Gh of h
in the adjoint group G permutes these, but we do not know whether this action is
transitive or even whether it has only finitely many orbits.
(1.14) Let (g, h) be a Lefschetz pair. Choose a Cartan subalgebra h of g that
contains h. It is clear that then h ⊂ g0. Let R ⊂ h∗ denote the set of roots
of h in g and let Rk be the set of α ∈ R such that α(h) = k, or equivalently,
gα ⊂ gk (remember that only even values of k occur). The subset R0 is a closed
root subsystem of R; it is the set of roots of h in g0. Choose a root basis B ⊂ R
such that α(h) ≥ 0 for all α ∈ B (we then say that h and B are adapted). Since
h is the semisimple element of a sl(2)-triple, the elements of B take on h values
in {0, 1, 2} [Bourbaki], Ch. VIII, §11, Prop. 5. Since these are also even, we get a
decomposition B = B0 ⊔ B2. Clearly B0 will be a root basis of R0. According to
[Bourbaki], Ch. VIII, §11, Prop. 8 all sl(2)-triples with h as semisimple element are
conjugate under the stabilizer Gh of h in the adjoint group G of g. So if (e, h, f) is
such a triple and M is any representation of g, then the isomorphism class of M as
a representation of this sl(2)-copy only depends on (g, h). We call it the sl(2)-type
of M . The following property narrows down the possible subsets B2 ⊂ B. Let
V (k) denote the standard irreducible representation of sl(2) of dimension k + 1
(k = 1, 2, . . . ).
(1.15) Proposition. Let (g, h) be a Lefschetz pair and let M be an irreducible
representation of g of depth n. Then the dimensions of the irreducible sl(2)-
representations that occur in the sl(2)-type of M make up an arithmetic progression
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with increment 2. In other words, there exists an integer r with 0 ≤ r ≤ ⌊12n⌋ such
that dimM−n < dimM−n+2 < · · · < dimM−n+2r = dimM−n+2r+2 = · · · =
dimMn−2r < dimMn−2r+2 < · · · < dimMn. Moreover, r > 0 unless (i) the image
of g in gl(M) is reduced to sl(2) with M ∼= V (n) or (ii) the sl(2)-type of M consists
of a number of copies of V (1).
Proof. Denote this set of dimensions by I. The irreducibility of M implies that the
elements of I all have the same parity. Suppose I is not an arithmetic progression
with increment 2. Then there exists an integer k such that M contains V (k) (the
standard irreducible sl(2)-representation of dimension k + 1) and V (k + 2l) for
some l ≥ 2, but not V (k + 2). Let (e, h, f) be an sl(2)-triple in g containing h
and decompose M as M =M ′ ⊕M ′′ with M ′ resp. M ′′ the sum of the irreducible
subrepresentations of sl(2) of dim ≤ k+1 resp. ≥ k+5. Any linear transformation
inM of degree two that commutes with emust preserve this decomposition, because
any K[e]-linear homomorphism
V (n) ∼= K[e]/(en+1)[n]→ K[e]/(em+1)[m] ∼= V (m)
of degree two is zero if |n−m| > 2. If (g, h, a) is a Lefschetz triple with e ∈ a, then
this applies in particular to any e′ ∈ a. If e′ has the Lefschetz property, then fe′
will also preserve this decomposition (since fe′ is unique) and hence g will. This
contradicts our assumption that M is irreducible.
The second statement is proved in a similar way: suppose M ∼= V (n) ⊗ P for
some nonzero vector space P with n ≥ 2. If e′ is any element of a, then the fact
that e′ and e commute, implies that e′ acts as e ⊗ σ for some σ ∈ gl(P ). In this
way, a maps onto subspace a¯ of gl(P ) that contains the identity of P . The elements
of e⊗ a¯ commute in V (n)⊗P and hence the elements of a¯ commute in P (here we
use that n ≥ 2).
If dimP = 1, then we see that the image of a in gl(M) consists of multiples of
e. This implies that the image of g in gl(M) is a copy of sl(2) and that M ∼= V (n).
We now show that dimP ≥ 2 is impossible. For this we may assume that K is
algebraically closed. Then the commutative Lie algebra a¯ leaves invariant a line
L ⊂ P . So every e′ ∈ a leaves invariant V (n)⊗ L. If e′ has the Lefschetz property
in M , then it also has that property in V (n)⊗L, and so the associated operator f ′
leaves V (n) ⊗ L invariant. It follows that g leaves V (n) ⊗ L invariant. This again
contradicts the irreducibility of M .
The question which subset B2 ⊂ B defines the semisimple element of an sl(2)-
triple is not difficult to answer for the classical Lie algebra’s (see [Springer-St] and
the discussion below) and for the exceptional Lie algebra’s this was tabulated by
[Dynkin 1952a]. (The weighted Dynkin diagrams in these tables that matter here
are only those that have all weights 0 or 2.) The preceding proposition leads us to
discard more possibilies, but we have not seriously studied the interesting question
whether what is thus left actually occurs.
(1.16) Let us carry out this procedure in case g is a classical Lie algebra.
So we assume that g is simple and classical and we let V be a standard rep-
resentation of g (of dimension l + 1, 2l + 1, 2l, 2l in case g is of type Al, Bl, Cl, Dl
respectively). The element h induces a grading on V . The degrees that occur all
have the same parity; we refer to this as the parity of V . Let us recall that the
sl(2)-invariant bilinear forms on V (k) are generated by a nonzero (−)k-symmetric
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form. So an finite dimensional sl(2)-representation of even parity always admits
a nondegenerate invariant symmetric form, whereas it admits a nondegenerate in-
variant skew-symmetric form if and only if all multiplicities are even. In the case
of odd parity it is just the other way around.
The sl(2)-triple (e, h, f) in g determines a primitive decomposition of V . Ac-
cording to (1.15) the set of positive integers i ≥ 0 for which V (i) appears in the
sl(2)-module V is of the form {n, n− 2, . . . , n− 2r} (with n− 2r ≥ 0). So if we put
k := ⌊n/2⌋, then the dimensions dt := dimV−n+2t (i = 0, 1, . . . , k) satisfy
(*) 1 ≤ d0 < d1 < · · · < dr = dr+1 = · · · = dk.
By the remark above, the di’s must all be even in the orthogonal cases with odd
parity and in the symplectic cases with even parity.
We choose an h-invariant basis of V indexed as in [Bourbaki]: (e1, . . . , el+1)
in case Al, (e1, . . . , el, e0, e−l, . . . , e−1) in case Bl and in the cases Cl and Dl,
(e1, . . . , el, e−l . . . , e−1, ). The same shall apply to our labeling of the simple roots
(α1, α2, . . . αl) (as recalled below).
Case Al. We let αi(diag(λ1, . . . , λl+1)) = λi − λi+1. We find that the elements
of B2 are the simple roots with index d0, d0 + d1, . . . , d0 + · · · + dk, d0 + · · · +
dk−1 + 2dk, . . . , d0 + 2(d1 + · · ·+ dk−1 + dk) (then l = 2(d0 + · · ·+ dk)) or d0, d0 +
d1, . . . , d0 + · · ·+ dk, d0 + · · ·+ 2dk−1 + dk, . . . , d0 + 2(d1 + · · ·+ dk−1) + dk (then
l = 2(d0 + · · · + dk−1) + dk). So B2 is symmetric with respect to the natural
involution of B. Notice that no two elements of B2 will be adjacent in the Dynkin
diagram: if that would be the case, then di = 1 for some i > 0 and (*) shows that
this is impossible.
Case Bl. Since dimV = 2l + 1, its parity must be even. This means that n is
even and dk is odd; we have l = d0 · · ·+ dk−1 + 12(dk − 1). We let
αi(diag(λ1, . . . λl, 0,−λ−l, . . . ,−λ−1)) =
{
λi − λi+1 if i = 1, . . . , l − 1;
λl if i = l.
We find that the elements of B2 are the simple roots with index d0, d0+d1, . . . , d0+
· · ·+dk−1. As in the previous case we see that no two elements of B2 will be adjacent
in the Dynkin diagram.
Case Cl. We let
αi(diag(λ1, . . . , λl,−λ−l, . . . ,−λ−1)) =
{
λi − λi+1 if i = 1, . . . , l − 1;
2λl if i = l.
In the case of odd parity, n is odd and l = d0 + · · ·+ dk. The elements of B2 are
the simple roots with index d0, d0 + d1, . . . , d0 + · · ·+ dk = l.
In the case of even parity n and d0, . . . , dk are even. We have l = d0+· · ·+dk−1+
1
2dk and the elements ofB2 are simple roots with index d0, d0+d1, . . . , d0+· · ·+dk−1.
In both cases no two elements of B2 will be adjacent in the Dynkin diagram.
Case Dl, l ≥ 4. We let
αi(diag(λ1, . . . , λl,−λ−l, . . . ,−λ−1)) =
{
λi − λi+1 if i = 1, . . . , l − 1
λl−1 + λl if i = l;
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In the case of odd parity, n is odd and all di’s are even. We have l = d0+· · ·+dk−1+
dk and the elements of B2 are simple roots with index d0, d0+ d1, . . . , d0+ · · ·+ dk.
We claim that no two such elements are adjacent in the Dynkin diagram. For this
can only happen when dk = 2. In view of (*), this implies that di = 2 for all i, in
other words, V ∼= V (n)⊕ V (n). But since n > 1, this is excluded by (1.15).
In the case of even parity, n and dk are even. We have l = d0+ · · ·+dk−1+ 12dk.
Suppose first that dk ≥ 4. Then the elements of B2 are the simple roots with index
d0, d0 + d1, . . . , d0 + · · ·+ dk−1. In that case αl, αl−1 ∈ B0 and α1 ∈ B2 if and only
if d0 = 1. Clearly no two elements of B2 are adjacent.
If dk = 2, then by (*), d0 = 1 and d2 = · · · = dk = 2, in other words, V ∼=
V (2k) ⊕ V (2k − 2). Then l = 2k is even and the elements of B2 are in position
1, 3, 5, . . . , 2k − 3, 2k − 1, 2k. No two elements of B2 are adjacent.
For future reference we record:
(1.17) Corollary. When g is simple and classical, no two elements of B2 are
connected.
2. Jordan–Lefschetz modules
In this section we discuss a particularly nice class of Lefschetz triples. We introduce
them via the following proposition.
(2.1) Proposition. Let M be a Lefschetz a-module. Then the following two prop-
erties are equivalent
(i) The graded Lie algebra g(a,M) has degrees −2, 0 and 2 only.
(ii) The operators fa with a ∈ a in the domain of f , mutually commute.
Proof. We only prove the nontrivial implication (ii)⇒ (i). Write g for g(a,M).
If a ∈ a is such that fa is defined, then regard g as an sl(2)-module via the
sl(2)-triple (ea, h, fa) and let V (a) ⊂ g be sum of the irreducible summands of
dimension 1 and 3. Notice that V (a) contains the image of a. So the intersection V
of the V (a)’s also contains the image of a. We have V = V−2 ⊕ V0 ⊕ V2 where V2k
can be characterized as the subspace of g2k that is annihilated by all the operators
ad−k+2(ea), or alternatively, by all the operators ad
k+2(fa). Since the operators
ea resp. fa mutually commute it follows that V is invariant under these operators.
Hence V = g and so g has degrees −2, 0 and 2 only.
As we are interested in the graded Lie algebra’s that so arise, we make the
following definition. Say that a Lefschetz pair (g, h) is a Jordan–Lefschetz pair if
(g, h, g2) is a Lefschetz triple. It is clear that such a Lefschetz triple is saturated.
(2.2) Proposition. If (g, h) is a Jordan–Lefschetz pair, then g = g−2 ⊕ g0 ⊕ g2
and Ug = Ug2.Ug0.Ug−2.
Proof. If e ∈ g2 is a Lefschetz element, then [e, g2] = 0. The first assertion now
follows from the primitive decomposition under ade. The second is a consequence
of this.
(2.3) Corollary. Let (g, h) be a Jordan–Lefschetz pair and let M be a finite di-
mensional representation of g and regard M as a Lefschetz module of g2. Then M
is generated as a Ug2-module by Prim(M).
Our terminology is easily explained: according to [Springer], §2.21, a Jordan–
Lefschetz pair defines a “Jordan algebra without unit element”. These have been
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classified. Let us give a quick proof of this classification. It is based on two lemma’s.
In what follows, (g, h) is a Jordan–Lefschetz pair with g simple and and h ⊂ g and
B are adapted.
(2.4) Lemma. The subset B2 is a singleton.
Proof. If not, then there is chain (β, α1, . . . , αN , β
′) with β, β′ ∈ B2 be distinct and
αi ∈ B0. But then is β + α1 + · · ·αN + β′ a root and in R4, which is supposed to
be empty.
It follows that h is twice a fundamental coweight.
The following lemma concerns a general property of root systems.
(2.5) Lemma. Let β ∈ B and let R(β) be the set of positive roots that have β-
coefficient one. Then R(β) + R(β) does not contain a root if and only if R(β)
contains the highest root.
Proof. It is clear that if R(β) contains the highest root, then R(β) +R(β) cannot
contain a root. If on the other hand the highest root has β-coefficient ≥ 2, then it
follows from [Bourbaki], Ch. VI,§1, Prop. 19 that there exists a sequence of roots
α1, . . . , αr such that α1 ∈ B, αi+1−αi ∈ B for i = 1, . . . , r−1 and αr is the highest
root. If αi is the last root in this sequence for which the coefficient of β is one, then
αi and β are elements of R(β) whose sum is a root.
(2.6) Corollary. Let β be the unique element of B2. Then the pair (B,B− {β})
is of the following type:
(A2m−1, Am−1 + Am−1) (m ≥ 1),
(Bm, Bm−1) (m ≥ 2),
(Cm, Am−1) (m ≥ 2),
(Dm, Dm−1) (m ≥ 5),
(D2m, A2m−1) (m ≥ 2) or
(E7, E6).
Conversely, every item of this list determines an isomorphism class of Jordan–
Lefschetz pairs.
Proof. The pairs (B, β) with the property of the previous lemma are those in this
list plus the following: in case Al we can take l and β arbitrary, in case D2l+1 any
end of the Dynkin diagram, and B of type E6 with β the end of the branch of length
3. These addional possibilities disappear if we want h to be a simple element (that
is, h = [e, f ] for certain e ∈ g2 and f ∈ g−2): for the classical cases Al and D2l+1
this follows from the discussion following (1.16)) and for E6 this follows from table
18 of [Dynkin]. On the other hand, case 3′′ of table 19 of this reference shows that
in case E7 this element h is simple. The discussion below will show that all the
other listed cases occur as well.
(2.7) We continue with the Jordan–Lefschetz pair (g, h) and let h, B and β ∈ B
as above. Let ̟ ∈ h∗ be the fundamental weight that is zero on B∨ − {β∨} and
1 on β∨. We say that an irreducible representation M of g is a Jordan–Lefschetz
module of level k (where k is a positive integer) if its lowest weight is −k̟; for
k = 1, we shall also call it a fundamental Jordan–Lefschetz module. Notice that
M then has depth k̟(h). A more intrinsic description of these modules is the
following: given a Jordan–Lefschetz pair (g, h), then an irreducible representation
M of g is a Jordan–Lefschetz module if and only if it has a nonzero vector stabilized
by g−2 + g0.
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(2.8) Lemma. Let M be an irreducible representation M of the Jordan–Lefschetz
pair (g, h) and let n be its depth as a Lefschetz module. Then M is a Jordan–
Lefschetz module if and only if dimM−n = 1. If these equivalent conditions are
fulfilled, then the natural map g2 ⊗M−n →M−n+2 is an isomorphism.
Proof. Let λ ∈ h∗ be the lowest weight ofM . Then the lowest weight space M−λ is
contained in M−n. Hence dimM−n = 1 is equivalent to M
−λ = M−n. The latter
is equivalent to: g−2+g0 stabilizes M
−λ, which in turn is equivalent to λ vanishing
on B0.
Suppose the two conditions satisfied. The fact that g−2 + g0 is the g-stabilizer
of M−n implies that g
2 ⊗M−n →M−n+2 is injective. Since M is as a Ug2-module
generated by M−n, it is also surjective.
(2.9) Let us describe the fundamental Jordan–Lefschetz representations in the
classical cases (i.e., those that are not of type (E7, E6)). We only do this over the
complex numbers.
Case (A2m−1, Am−1 +Am−1): (sl(2m), sl(m)× sl(m)). Let V be a vector space
of dimension 2m, V = V−1 ⊕ V1 a direct sum decomposition into subspaces of
dimension m. We take g := sl(V ) and let h ∈ sl(V ) be ±1 on V±1. Then g0 maps
isomorphically onto sl(V−1) × sl(V1) × Ch and g2 ∼= Hom(V−1, V1) resp. g−2 ∼=
Hom(V1, V−1). The corresponding fundamental representation is M := ∧mV with
lowest degree piece M−m = ∧mV−1.
Case (Bm, Bm−1) or (Dm, Dm−1): (so(n), so(n−2)) with m = 2n+1 resp. m =
2n (n ≥ 2). Let V be a vector space of dimension n equipped with a nondegenerate
symmetric bilinear form and let V±2 be isotropic lines in V such that V−2 ⊕ V2 is
nondegenerate. Let V0 be the orthogonal complement of V−2 ⊕ V2 in V . We take
g = so(V ) and let h ∈ so(V ) be the element with the eigen space decomposition
V−2 ⊕ V0 ⊕ V2. Then g0 = so(V0) × gl(V2) and g±2 projects isomorphically to
Hom(V0, V±2). We take M = V .
Case (Cm, Am−1): (sp(2m), sl(m)) (m ≥ 2). Let V be a vector space of dimen-
sion 2m equipped with a nondegenerate symplectic form and let V = V−1 ⊕ V1 be
a decomposition of V into totally isotropic subspaces of dimension m. We take
g = sp(V ) and let h ∈ sp(V ) be the element with the eigen space decomposition
V−1 ⊕ V1. Then g0 maps isomorphically to gl(V1) and g±2 is naturally isomorphic
to the space of symmetric elements in (V±1)
⊗2. We take for M the primitive quo-
tient of ∧mV (i.e., the quotient by ∧m−2V ∧ ω, where ω ∈ ∧2V is the dual of the
symplectic form).
Case (D2m, A2m−1): (so(4m), sl(2m)) (m ≥ 2). Let V be a vector space of
dimension 4m equipped with a nondegenerate symmetric bilinear form and let
V = V−1⊕V1 be a decomposition of V into totally isotropic subspaces of dimension
2m. We take g = so(V ) and let h ∈ so(V ) be the element with the eigen space
decomposition V−1 ⊕ V1. Then g0 maps isomorphically to gl(V1) and g±2 maps
onto the skew elements in (V±1)
⊗2. Consider the spinor representation ∧•V1. (We
recall that this factors through the representation of the Clifford algebra of V on
∧•V1 for which v ∈ V1 acts as wedging with v and v ∈ V−1 acts as the interior
product under the obvious isomorphism V−1 ∼= V ∗1 .) It splits into a direct sum of
subrepresentations ∧evV1 and ∧oddV1. They are irreducible and nonisomorphic and
correspond to the case when β is an end of the Dynkin diagram connected with a
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branch point. For even m both are orthogonal and for odd m both are symplectic.
We take M = ∧evV1[m].
(2.10) The Jordan–Lefschetz modules give rise to Frobenius algebra’s with re-
markable properties. Let (g, h) be a Jordan pair and let M be a Jordan–Lefschetz
module of (g, h) of depth n. Then M is a monic module over the commutative
algebra Ug2. So if I ⊂ Ug2 denote the annihilator of M , then I defines the origin
in Spec(Ug2) = g
∗
2 with local algebra A := Ug2/I. The latter is an evenly graded
Lefschetz algebra that hasM as a free graded module of rank one. The next propo-
sition shows that it has a lot of automorphisms. Let g′0 be the Lie subalgebra of g0
that kills 1 ∈ A0 (or equivalently, kills M−n); this Lie algebra is complementary to
the span of h in g0.
(2.11) Proposition. The Lie algebra g′0 acts on A as derivations and so the asso-
ciated Lie subgroup of GL(A) is a group of algebra automorphisms of A. Moreover,
the Lie subgroup G0 ⊂ GL(A) associated to g0 has a dense orbit in A2 consisting
of Lefschetz elements.
Proof. If u ∈ g0 and e ∈ g2, then for all x ∈ A, u(ex) = [u, e]x+ e(ux). Since A is
generated by g2, it follows with induction that u acts as a derivation if (and only if)
u kills 1. The last assertion follows from a well-known result [Bourbaki], Ch. VIII,
§11, Prop. 6.
(2.12) A decomposition of g into simple components corresponds to a decompo-
sition of A as a tensor product of algebra’s, so little is lost in assuming that g is
simple. The form
∫
defined in (1.4) makes of A a Frobenius algebra with soccle A2n;
at the same time
∫
defines a generator of A2n that serves as the identity element for
another algebra structure defined by the action of Ug−2. Here is a description of
the algebra’s associated to the fundamental Jordan–Lefschetz modules in all cases.
Case (A2m−1, Am−1 + Am−1): Let W , W
′ be vector spaces of dimension m
and let A := ⊕mk=0 ∧k W ⊗ ∧kW ′. This is just the subalgebra of the graded
algebra ∧•W ⊗ ∧•W ′ generated by W ⊗ W ′. It is the fundamental Frobenius
algebra associated to (sl(W ⊕W ′), h = (1W ,−1W ′)). (To see the relation with the
description given in (2.9), take V−1 = (W
′)∗ and V1 =W and observe that a choice
of a generator of ∧mV−1 identifies ∧m−kV−1 with ∧kW ′ and hence ∧m(V1 ⊕ V−1)
with A.)
Here is a presentation of this algebra. Choose bases (w1, . . . , wm) of W and
(w′1, . . . , w
′
m) of W
′. Then xij := wi ⊗ w′j , (i, j = 1, . . . , m) generate A as an
algebra and a set of defining relations is xijxkl + xilxkj = 0.
Case (D2m, A2m−1): LetW be a vector space of dimension 2m, then let A be the
subalgebra of ∧•W generated by ∧2W . This is the fundamental Frobenius algebra
associated to so(W ⊕W ∗), h = (1W ,−1W ∗)).
A presentation of A is a follows (w1, . . . , wm) is a basis of W , then generators
for A are ωij := wi ∧wj (1 ≤ i, j ≤ m), subject to the linear relations ωij +ωji = 0
and the quadratic relations ωijωkl+ωilωkj = 0. So this is a quotient of the algebra
of the previous case.
Case (Cm, Am−1): LetW be a vector space of dimensionm. Then a model for the
fundamental Frobenius algebra associated to sp(W ⊕W ∗), h = (1W ,−1W )) is the
subalgebra A of ∧•W ⊗∧•W generated by the symmetric elements w⊗w, w ∈W .
If (w1, . . . , wm) is a basis of W , then generators for A are uij := wi ⊗wj +wj ⊗wi
(1 ≤ i, j ≤ m). A defining set of relations is uij = uji and uijujk + ujjuik = 0.
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Cases (Bn, Bn−1) and (Dn, Dn−1): Let (W, q : W → K) be a vector space of
dimension m endowed with a nondegenerate quadratic form. Consider the graded
vector space A := K⊕W⊕Kµ, where K has degree zero, W has degree 2 and µ is a
generator of a one-dimensional K-vector space that has degree 4. Equip A with the
quadratic form q˜(x+w+x′µ) = q(w)−xx′. Make it also a graded algebra by letting
1 ∈ K be the identity element and letting for w,w′ ∈ W , w.w′ = b(w,w′)µ, where
b is the bilinear form associated to q. Then A is the fundamental Frobenius algebra
associated to (so(A, q˜), h = (−2, 0W , 2)). If (w1, . . . , wm) is a q-orthogonal basis
of W then a presentation of A has generators w1, . . . , wm and relations wiwj = 0
(i 6= j) and q(wi)−1wiwi = q(wj)−1wjwj .
Case (E7, E6): Let W be a finite dimensional K-vector space and let be given a
cubic form c : Sym3(W )→ K that does not factor through proper linear quotient of
W . The latter condition implies that the associated homomorphism c˜ : Sym2W →
W ∗ is surjective. Consider the graded vector space A := K ⊕W ⊕W ∗ ⊕Kµ with
respective summands in degree 0, 2, 4, 6 (here µ is a generator of a one dimensional
vector space) and use c˜ and the obvious pairing W × W ∗ → Kµ to give A the
structure of a commutative gradedK-algebra. We require that multiplication makes
A[3] a Jordan–Lefschetz module over A2. This forces dimW = 27 and after possibly
passing to an algebraic closure of K, c will be unique up to a linear transformation.
The group Gc of g ∈ GL(W ) that leave c invariant is of type E6 and the associated
Lie algebra g is of type E7. (This Lie algebra can be characterized as the Lie algebra
of linear transformations of A that leaves invariant a certain quartic form on A.) If
we regard A as a quotient of the symmetric algebra ofW , then we checked by means
of the program [LiE] that the relations are again quadratic: the ideal I ⊂ Sym(W )
that defines A is generated by ker(c˜) (the latter is an irreducible representation of
Gc whose highest weight is twice that of W ).
The Jordan–Lefschetz algebra’s of higher level can be expressed in terms of a
fundamental one:
(2.13) Proposition. Let A be a fundamental Jordan–Lefschetz algebra for a Jordan–
Lefschetz pair (g, h). Let k be a positive integer and give Symk(A) the structure of
an algebra by identifying it with the algebra of symmetric invariants in A⊗k. Then
the subalgebra A(k) of Symk(A) generated by A2 is a Jordan–Lefschetz algebra of
level k for (g, h).
Proof. We regard A as an fundamental representation of g with lowest weight space
spanned by its unit element 1 ∈ A. Then the irreducible representation of g with
lowest weight k times the one of A is contained in A⊗k as the Ug-submodule
generated by the unit element 1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ 1. But this is also the Ug2-submodule
generated by this element. In other words, this is the subalgebra of A⊗k generated
by the elements a⊗ 1⊗ · · ·⊗ 1+ 1⊗ a⊗ · · ·⊗ 1+ · · ·+1⊗ 1⊗ · · ·⊗ a, with a ∈ A2.
In section 4 we will be concerned with the algebra’s of higher level in the cases
(Bn, Bn−1) and (Dn, Dn−1), and that is why we want to describe them here in more
explicit terms. Let (W, q) and (A, q˜) be as under the relevant case above.
(2.14) Proposition. Fix an integer k ≥ 1 and let Ik be the ideal in Sym(W )
generated by the k + 1-st powers of q-isotropic vectors (i.e., the wk+1 for which
q(w) = 0). Then A(k) = Sym(W )/Ik. Moreover, the subalgebra of Sym(W )/Ik of
so(W )-invariants is K(u)/(uk+1), where u ∈ Sym2(W ) represents the inverse form
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of q on the dual of W . The soccle of A(k) is spanned by the image of uk and if we
identify W with its image in A(k), then x2uk−1 = q(x)uk.
Proof. Consider the graded algebra obtained by dividing Sym(W ) out by the ideal
generated by u, Sym(W )/(u), and let W (d) denote the image of Symd(W ). Then
W (d) is an irreducible representation of so(W ) that can be identified with the
subrepresentation of Symd(W ) which is linearly spanned the pure dth powers of
q-isotropic vectors in W . In particular, Ik is the ideal in Sym(W ) generated by
W (k + 1). It is easy to see that
Symd(W ) = ⊕⌊d/2⌋i=0 uiW (d− 2i),
as graded so(W )-representations. A Clebsch–Gordan rule asserts that for p ≥
q ≥ 0, the image of W (p) ⊗W (q) → Symp+qW under the multiplication map is
⊕qi=0uiW (p + q − 2i). So the cokernel can be identified with uq+1 Symp−q−2(W ).
This remains so if we replace W (q) by Symq(W ). It follows that
Sym(W )/Ik =Sym
0(W )⊕ · · · ⊕ Symk−1(W )⊕ Symk(W )
⊕ u Symk−1(W )⊕ u2 Symk−1(W )⊕ · · · ⊕ uk Sym0(W ).
If u˜ ∈ Sym2(A) denotes the symmetric tensor dual to q˜, then A(k) is the image
of Symk(A) in Sym(A)/(u˜). If we write A = Kt ⊕ W ⊕ Kµ, with deg t = 0,
then Sym(A) = K[t, µ] SymW with u˜ corresponding to tµ+ u. Hence we have the
following identity of graded so(W )-representations:
A(k) = ⊕ki=0tk−i Symi(W ) ⊕ ⊕ki=0µk−i Symi(W ).
We know that there is a surjective graded algebra homomorphism Sym(W ) →
A(k). This homomorphism is so(W )-equivariant and hence contains W (k + 1) in
its kernel. We therefore have a graded, so(W )-equivariant, algebra epimorphism
Sym(W )/Ik → A(k). The so(W )-decompositions that we found for both source
and target show that this must be an isomorphism.
The last two assertions are clear.
3. Geometric examples of Jordan type I: complex tori
In this section we describe the total Lie algebra of a complex torus, the Ka¨hler Lie
algebra of a complex torus, and the Ne´ron–Severi Lie algebra of an abelian variety.
(3.1) We begin with determining the total Lie algebra of a complex torus. As
observed before this is independent of its complex structure. We first recall the
construction of the spinor representations.
Let V be a real finite dimensional vector space. For α ∈ V ∗, left exterior product
with α defines a map eα : ∧•V ∗ → ∧•+1V ∗ of degree one. Dually, contraction with
a ∈ V defines a map ia : ∧•V ∗ → ∧•−1V ∗ of degree minus one. Both are derivations
of odd degree: ia(ω∧ω′) = ia(ω)∧ω′+(−)deg ωω∧ ia(ω′) and similarly for eα. The
anti-commutator iaeα + eαia is simply multiplication by α(a). Iterated use of this
identity shows that for a, b ∈ V and α, β ∈ V ∗, we have
[iaib, eαeβ ] =− α(b)eβia + α(a)eβib + β(b)eαia − β(a)eαib
+ (−α(a)β(b) + β(a)α(b))1∧•V ∗ .(**)
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We rewrite this as follows: if we denote by σ(a∧b, α∧β) ∈ gl(V ∗) the transformation
ξ 7→ −α(b)ξ(a)β + α(a)ξ(b)β + β(b)ξ(a)α− β(a)ξ(b)α,
and write σ˜(a∧ b, α∧β) for its extension as a degree zero derivation in ∧•V ∗, then
the righthand side of eq. (**) is simply the sum of σ˜(a ∧ b, α ∧ β) and the scalar
operator that is multiplication by −1
2
Tr(σ(a ∧ b, α ∧ β)).
With the help of this formula we determine the Lie subalgebra g of gl(∧•V ∗)
generated by these operators. In fact, by means of a Clifford construction we
shall identify it with the Lie subalgebra so(V ⊕ V ∗) of gl(V ⊕ V ∗) of infinitesimal
automorphisms of the quadratic form q(x, ξ) = ξ(x).
The semi-simple element u := (−1V ,+1V ∗) ∈ so(V ⊕ V ∗) defines a grading of
the latter with degrees 2, 0 and −2. We define a Lie algebra isomorphism
ψ0 : gl(V
∗)→ so(V ⊕ V ∗)0; ψ0(σ)(x, ξ) = (−σ∗(x), σ(ξ)).
We also have isomorphisms of abelian Lie algebra’s
ψ2 : ∧2V ∗ → so(V ⊕ V ∗)2; ψ2(α ∧ β)(x, ξ) = (0, α(x)β − β(x)α),
ψ−2 : ∧2V → so(V ⊕ V ∗)−2; ψ−2(a ∧ b)(x, ξ) = (ξ(a)b− ξ(b)a, 0).
(3.2) Proposition. The maps ψ2(α ∧ β) 7→ eαeβ , ψ−2(a ∧ b) 7→ iaib extend to
a graded Lie algebra isomorphism of so(V ⊕ V ∗) onto g that maps ψ0(σ) to σ˜ −
1
2
Tr(σ)1∧•V ∗ , where σ˜ denotes the extension of σ as a degree zero derivation of
∧•V ∗.
Proof. In view of formula (**) it suffices to show that [ψ−2(a ∧ b), ψ2(α ∧ β)] =
ψ0(σ(a ∧ b, α ∧ β)). This is straightforward.
The pair (so(V ⊕ V ∗), u) is a Jordan–Lefschetz pair (it is a real form of case
(D2n, A2n−1)).
Now let X be a real torus of even dimension 2n. We identify the universal
cover of X with H1(X ;R). We will write V for this real vector space (of dimension
2n) so that H(X ;R) = ∧•V ∗. The rational homology defines a rational structure
VQ ⊂ V . Let κ ∈ ∧2V ∗ be nondegenerate. If α±1, . . . , α±n is a basis of V ∗ such
that κ =
∑n
k=1 αk ∧α−k then eκ =
∑n
k=1 eαkeα−k . If a±1, . . . a±n is the dual basis,
then we see from eq. (**) that
[eκ,
n∑
k=1
ia−k iak ] = −n +
n∑
k=1
(eαk iak + eα−k ia−k).
Since this element acts on ∧lV ∗ as multiplication by −n+ l, it follows that fκ is de-
fined and equal to
∑n
k=1 ia−k iak . The nondegenerate 2-forms make up a nonempty
open subset of ∧2V ∗ and therefore span that space. The corresponding 2-vectors
form an open subset of ∧2V and so gtot(X) is generated by g2⊕g−2 as a Lie algebra.
Combining this with the above computation gives:
(3.3) Proposition. There is a natural identification (gtot(X ;R), h) ∼= (so(V ∗ ⊕
V ), u); this is a real form of the case (D2n, A2n−1). Furthermore, H
ev(X)[n] is
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a semispinorial representation of gtot(X ;R) and a fundamental Jordan–Lefschetz
module of H2(X,R).
We now assume that X comes with a complex structure. We shall determine
its Ka¨hler Lie algebra. Let V ∗ resp. V¯ ∗ denote the R-dual of V equipped with the
complex structure J∗ resp. −J∗. The quadratic form q defined above is invariant
under the complex structure (J,−J∗) and so extends to a Hermitian form on V ⊕V¯ ∗.
Let su(V ⊕V ∗) be the Lie algebra of the corresponding special unitary group. Since
u ∈ su(V ⊕ V¯ ∗), it inherits a grading with degrees −2, 0 and 2. In fact, (su(V ⊕
V¯ ∗), u) is a Jordan–Lefschetz pair. It is a real form of case (A2n−1, An−1 +An−1).
The J∗-invariant elements of ∧2RV ∗ are precisely the real (1, 1)-forms. So they
make up the span of the Ka¨hler classes of X . Now a straightforward verification
shows that ψ maps the J-invariants of ∧2RV resp. J∗-invariants of ∧2RV ∗ onto su(V ⊕
V¯ ∗)−2 resp. su(V ⊕ V¯ ∗)2. We have:
(3.4) Proposition. There is a natural identification (gK(X ;R), h) ∼= (su(V ⊕
V¯ ∗), u); this is a real form of the case (A2n−1, An−1 + An−1). Furthermore, the
subspace ⊕k Hk,k(X)[n] is a fundamental Jordan–Lefschetz module of gK(X).
Proof. The first assertion is clear from the preceding discussion. The choice of a
generator of ∧nCV determines an isomorphism ∧n−kC V ∼= ∧kCV ∗. This yields a graded
isomorphism
∧nC(V ⊕ V¯ ∗) = ⊕k ∧n−kC V ⊗ ∧kCV¯ ∗ ∼= ⊕k ∧kC V ∗ ⊗ ∧kCV¯ ∗[n] ∼= ⊕k Hk,k(X)[n].
The last assertion follows from this.
We next determine the Ne´ron–Severi Lie algebra (or rather the Lie algebra of
its rational points) of an abelian variety X . We adhere to the convention to denote
the Q-algebra End(X) ⊗ Q by End0(X) and we write VQ for H1(X ;Q) and V
for H1(X ;R). We think of End
0(X) as a subalgebra of End(VQ); if J : V → V ,
J2 = −1V , is the complex structure determined by the one of X , then End0(X) is
centralizer of J in End(V ) intersected with End(VQ). Likewise, NS(X)⊗Q may be
identified with the J-invariants in ∧2V ∗ intersected with ∧2V ∗Q .
If κ ∈ NS(X) is a polarization, then taking adjoints with respect to this form
defines an (anti-)involution † in End(V ):
κ(σv, w) = κ(v, σ†w),
which preserves End0(X); it is called the Rosati involution defined by κ. A well-
known fact can be stated as follows:
(3.5) Proposition. If λ ∈ NS(X) then the restriction of [eλ, fκ] ∈ gl(∧•V ∗) to
V ∗ is in End0(X) (acting on V ∗ contragradiently) and is invariant under †; this
defines an isomorphism of NS(X) onto the †-invariants in End0(X).
Proof. For any bilinear form λ : V ×V → R there is a unique σ ∈ End(V ) such that
λ(a, b) = κ(σλa, b). The condition that λ be anti-symmetric is equivalent to that
σλ be
†-invariant; the condition that λ be J-invariant to that σλ be J-equivariant.
If λ is skew-symmetric and is regarded as an element of ∧2V ∗, then eq. (**) shows
that [eλ, fκ]|V ∗ is equal to ±σ∗λ plus a scalar operator. The proposition follows.
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(3.6) Let us write End0(X)± for the ±1-eigen space of † in End0(X). Since † is
an anti-involution, End0(X)− is a Lie subalgebra of End0(X) and End0(X)+ is a
module of this Lie algebra. The group of units (End(X)⊗R)× acts on NS(X)⊗R
and it is well-known that the polarisations are contained in a single orbit. So
the Rosati involutions are all conjugate under (End(X) ⊗ R)×. Let u(X) denote
the set of elements in End0(X) that are anti-invariant with respect to all Rosati
involutions. This is clearly a Lie ideal in End0(X).
(3.7) Proposition. The Ne´ron–Severi Lie algebra of the abelian variety X is of
Jordan type. Its degree 2 summand is canonically isomorphic to NS(X) ⊗ Q. Its
degree 0 summand can be identified with the Lie ideal of End0(X) that is generated
by End0(X)+ and this isomorphism makes h correspond to a scalar operator in
End0(X). Moreover, End0(X) = gNS(X ;Q)0 × u(X).
Proof. We only prove the last two assertions, as the others just sum up the preceding
discussion. For a Jordan pair (g, h), [g2, g−2] generates g0 and so (3.5) implies
that gNS(X)0 is the Lie algebra generated by the elements invariant under some
Rosati involution. As the Rosati involutions are dense in a single (End(X)⊗ R)×-
conjugacy class, a standard argument shows that gNS(X,R)0 must be the Lie ideal
in End(X)⊗ R generated by (End(X)⊗ R)+.
If σ ∈ End0(X)− and τ ∈ End0(X)+, then Tr(στ) = Tr((στ)†) = Tr(−τσ) =
−Tr(στ) (here Tr denotes the Q-trace). This shows that End0(X)− is the the
orthoplement of End0(X)+ in End0(X) with respect to the trace form. So u(X)
is the orthogonal complement of the span of the elements fixed by some Rosati
involution. This orthoplement is an ideal as well and hence equal to gNS(X)0.
(3.8) In order to convert this into a more explicit statement, we first make a
standard reduction.
The Ne´ron–Severi Lie algebra of X only depends on the isogeny type. So by the
Poincare´’s complete reducibility theorem we may without loss of generality assume
that the abelian variety is of the form
X = Xm11 × · · · ×Xmkk
with X1, . . . , Xk simple, pairwise non-isogenous abelian varieties. Since the Ne´ron–
Severi group of X is just the direct sum of the Ne´ron–Severi groups of its isotypical
factors, the same is true for the Ne´ron–Severi Lie algebra:
gNS(X) = gNS(X
m1
1 )× · · · × gNS(Xmkk ).
We therefore assume that X is a power Am of a simple abelian variety A.
We first concentrate on A. (For a discussion and the proofs of the properties
that we are going to use we refer to [Lange-Birk].) Since A is simple, End0(A) is
a skew field over Q. We shall write F for it and denote the center of F by K.
Then H1(A;Q) is in a natural way a K-vector space. We fix a polarization κ so
that there is defined a corresponding Rosati involution †. This involution is positive
in the sense that for every nonzero g ∈ F , the action of g†g on the H1(A;Q) has
positive trace over Q. The involution that † induces in K is independent of †: for
any embedding of K in the complex field it is given by complex conjugation. We
therefore denote it by .¯ The subfield K0 ⊂ K fixed by ¯ is totally real; so if e0
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stands for the set of embeddings of K0 in R, then K0⊗Q R is as a real vector space
canonically isomorphic to Re0 . The cardinality e0 of e0 is the degree of K0 over Q.
The isomorphism between NS(A)⊗Q and the †-invariants F+ in F gives NS(A)⊗Q
the structure of a K0-vector space as well. This is also independent of †. There are
four cases:
The case of totally real multiplication. Then F = K = K0, in particular, the
involution is trivial on F .
The case of totally indefinite quaternion multiplication. Here K = K0 and F is a
K0-form of End(2): there is an R-algebra isomorphism F ⊗Q R ∼= End(2,R)e0 such
that the involution corresponds to the transpose in every summand. In particular,
F+ is a K0-form of the space of binary quadratic forms.
The case of totally definite quaternion multiplication. Here alsoK = K0 and F is
a K0-form of the quaternion algebra H over K0: there is an R-algebra isomorphism
F⊗QR→ He0 such that † corresponds to quaternion conjugation in every summand.
Since the self-conjugate elements in H are the reals, it follows that F+ = K0.
The case of totally complex multiplication. The field K has no real embedding
(so is a totally imaginary quadratic extension of K0) and F is a K-form of End(d):
there is an R-algebra isomorphism F ⊗Q R→ End(d,C)e0 such that the involution
corresponds to the conjugate transpose in every summand. So F+ is a K0-form of
the space of Hermitian d× d-matrices.
According to Albert all these cases occur. Recall that an isogeny type of a
polarized abelian variety is given by rational vector space VQ, a nondegenerate
symplectic form κ on VQ and a complex structure J on the realification V of VQ such
that κ is J-invariant and κ(a, Ja) > 0 for all nonzero a ∈ V . In order to realize the
above cases, we fix a free finitely generated left F -module W and a nondegenerate
skew-symmetric Hermitian form φ : W × W → F (i.e., φ(b, a) = φ(a, b)† and φ
F -linear in the first variable). Such a φ can be brought into a standard form: if
the involution is trivial (F = K = K0), then dimF V must be even, say 2r, and
there exists a basis (e±1, . . . , e±r) such that φ(a, b) =
∑r
i=1 aib−i − a−ibi; if it is
not, then there exists a basis (e1, . . . , er) of W and nonzero ui ∈ F with u†i = −ui
(i = 1, . . . , r) such that φ(a, b) =
∑r
i=1 aiuib
†
i . We take for VQ the Q-vector space
underlying W and let κ := TrF/Q φ : VQ × VQ → Q. Then one can find an complex
structure J on V which commutes with F , preserves κ and is such that κ(a, Ja) > 0
for all nonzero a ∈ V . Under some mild restrictions (given in [Shimura], §4, Thm. 5
ff.), one can also arrange that the centralizer of J in End(VQ) is no more than F ;
this means that F appears as the endomorphism algebra tensorized with Q of any
abelian variety associated to (VQ, J).
Let us define a K0-Lie subalgebra of End(2m,F ) by:
sku(2m,F, †) = {
(
A B
C −tA†
)
|A,B,C ∈ End(m,F );B = tB†, C = tC†}.
This is the Lie algebra of infinitesimal automorphisms of the skew-hermitian form
m∑
k=1
(zkw
†
−k − z−kw†k).
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It is a reductive K0-Lie algebra whose center is the space of scalars λ ∈ K with
λ† = −λ. So sku(2m,F, †) is semisimple unless we are in the case of totally complex
multiplication. We grade this Lie algebra by means of the semisimple element
um :=
(−1m 0
0 1m
)
∈ sku(2m,F, †)
so that A, B and C parametrize the summands of degree 0, −2 and 2 respectively.
Let g(2m,F, †) denote the K0-Lie subalgebra of sku(2m,F, †) generated by the sum-
mands of degree 2 and −2; let u(m,F, †) denote the union of GL(m,F )-conjugacy
classes in End(m,F ) made up of anti-invariants with respect to the involution
A 7→ tA† and identify u(m,F, †) with a subspace of sku(2m,F, †)0 in an obvious
way.
The proof of the following lemma is left to the reader.
(3.9) Lemma. The pair (g(2m,F, †), um) is a Jordan pair. The space u(m,F, †)
is a Lie ideal in sku(2m,F, †) supplementary to g(2m,F, †). It is trivial except in
the following cases:
(1) m = 1 and F is totally definite quaternion: then g(2, F, †) ∼= sl(2, K0) and
u(1, F ) can be identified with the †-anti-invariants in F or
(2) or K is totally complex: then g(2m,F, †) consists of the matrices for which
A has its K-trace in K0, whereas u(m,F ) can be identified with the purely
imaginary scalars in K (i.e., the λ ∈ K with λ¯ = −λ).
Notice that in the exceptional cases the connected Lie subgroup of GL(m,F⊗QR)
with Lie algebra u(m,F, †)⊗Q R is a product of e0 copies of U(1) resp. SU(2) and
hence compact.
(3.10) Theorem. The graded Lie algebra gNS(A
m;Q) × u(Am) is in a natural
way a product of graded K0-Lie algebra’s and as such it is isomorphic (factor by
factor) to g(2m,F, †)× u(m,F, †) = sku(2m,F, †).
Proof. We make the identification H1(A
m;Q) = H1(A;Q)
m. This identifies the
algebra End(Am) ⊗ Q with End(m,F ). We polarize each summand by means of
κ. Then the sum of these polarizations is a polarization of Am and the correpond-
ing Rosati involution in End(m,F ) is given by σ 7→ tσ†. Hence NS(Am) ⊗ Q can
be identified with the space of †-hermitian matrices in End(m,F ). This identi-
fies gNS(A
m;Q)2 resp. gNS(A
m;Q)−2 with g(2m,F, †)2 resp. g(2m,F, †)−2. Since
the Ne´ron–Severi Lie algebra is generated by these summands, it follows that this
extends to an isomorphism of gNS(A
m;Q) onto g(2m,F, †). The rest is easy.
We describe the situation in each of the four cases:
Totally real multiplication. Then gNS(A
m;Q) is a K0-form of sp(2m) and we
have gNS(A
m;Q)0 = End(A
m)⊗Q ∼= End(m,K0).
This is a K0-form of the case (Cm, Am−1).
Totally indefinite quaternion multiplication. Then gNS(A
m;Q) is a K0-form of
sp(4m) and gNS(A
m;Q)0 = End(A
m)⊗Q ∼= gl(2m;K0).
This is a K0-form of the case (C2m, A2m−1).
Totally definite quaternion multiplication. The Lie algebra gNS(A;Q) is iso-
morphic to sl(2, K0) and so gNS(A;Q)0 ∼= K0, whereas End(A) is a quaternion
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K0-algebra. For m ≥ 2, gNS(Am;Q) is a K0-form of so(4m) and gNS(A;Q)0 =
End(Am)⊗Q ∼= End(2m,K0).
This is a K0-form of the case (D2m, A2m−1).
Totally complex multiplication. The Lie algebra gNS(A
m;Q) is a K0-form of
sl(2md). The inclusion gNS(A
m;Q)0 ⊂ End(Am)⊗ Q corresponds to sl(md,K)×
K01m ⊂ gl(md,K).
This is a K0-form of the case (A2md−1, Amd−1 +Amd−1).
In all these cases, the subalgebra of H(A) generated by the Ne´ron–Severi group
is a Jordan–Lefschetz algebra, or rather a tensor product of such: if A(k) de-
notes the Jordan–Lefschetz K0-algebra of level k associated to K0-Jordan pair
(gNS(A
m;Q), h), then the subalgebra of H(A;R) generated by the Ne´ron–Severi
group can be identified with the tensor product of the R-algebra’s R ⊗σ A(k),
where σ runs over e0 and k can be calculated from the equality ke0. depthA(1) =
dimCA
m. In the case of complex multiplication, k will be divisible by d.
(3.11) It is clear that the Hodge algebra Hdg(X) ⊂ H(X) (i.e., the complex span
of the rational part of ⊕k Hk,k(X)) is gNS(X)-invariant and contains the subalgebra
generated by the Ne´ron–Severi classes as a gNS(X)-submodule. So the Hodge
conjecture for X is basically concerned with the primitive subspace Prim(Hdg(X))
(in the sense of (1.13)) in positive cohomological degree. In this way the Ne´ron–
Severi Lie algebra neatly supplements the Mumford–Tate group in helping us (at
least in principle) to understand the Hodge ring: the latter characterizes Hdg(X)
as the ring of invariants of the Mumford–Tate group, whereas the decomposition of
Hdg(X) into Q-irreducible representations of gNS(X) tells us among other things
which classes do not come from divisors. To illustrate the point, let us observe that
u(X) kills the Ne´ron–Severi group, hence kills the subalgebra of Hdg(X) generated
by this group. So as soon as u(X) acts nontrivially on Hdg(X), X will have Hodge
classes that are not in this subalgebra. This often happens when u(X) 6= 0 [Moonen-
Zah].
4. Geometric examples of Jordan type II: hyperka¨hlerian manifolds
(4.1) In the previous section we saw that complex tori and abelian varieties furnish
examples of the Jordan–Lefschetz algebra’s that are of type (A2m−1, Am−1+Am−1),
(Cm, Am−1) and (D2m, A2m−1). The classical Jordan–Lefschetz algebra’s that re-
main are those of type (Bm, Bm−1) and (Dm, Dm−1) and the purpose of this section
is provide geometric examples of them. One way to get such examples is to take a
compact Ka¨hler surface X : then Hev(X ;R)[2] is a fundamental Jordan–Lefschetz
module of H2(X ;R) of the desired type. The corresponding Lie algebra is so(φ),
where φ is the form defined in (1.9) and its degree zero part is so(H2(X ;R))×Rh.
A more interesting class of examples was found by M. Verbitsky, and this is what
we will discuss in what follows.
Let H be a quaternion algebra over R. We denote its trace by Tr : H → R so
that 14 Tr is the projection onto the real subfield. Elements of the kernel of Tr are
called pure quaternions; they make up a Lie algebra that we denote by H0. The
pure part of a ∈ H is its projection in H0: a0 := a− 14 Tr(a).
We have also defined the norm Nm : H → R, Nm(a) = aa¯ (where ¯ is the
natural anti-involution that is −1 on H0). The set H1 of elements of norm 1 is a
Lie subgroup of the group of units H× of H and has H0 as its Lie algebra. It is
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isomorphic to SU(2). The unit sphere in H0, H0 ∩H1, is precisely the set of square
roots of −1 in H and so effectively parametrizes the field homomorphisms C→ H.
It is a conjugacy class of H×.
Let T be a left H-module of finite rankm ≥ 1, equipped with positive definite real
inner product 〈 , 〉 : T × T → R that is H-invariant (this gives rise to H-Hermitian
form). We write V for its R-dual Hom(T,R) and we let H act on the latter on the
right.
Every J ∈ H0 ∩H1 gives T the structure of a complex vector space of dimension
2m. Since the inner product is H-invariant, HJ (x, y) := 〈x, y〉 −
√−1〈Jx, y〉 is a
J-Hermitian form on V . Its imaginary part is antisymmetric and thus determines
a 2-form κJ ∈ ∧2V . Wedging with κJ defines an operator in ∧V [2m] that we
denote by eJ . It has the Lefschetz property: the corresponding degree −2 operator
fJ is characterized by fJ = ⋆eJ⋆
−1. This makes sense for any nonzero element
a ∈ H0: ea has the Lefschetz property and fa = Nm(a)−1 ⋆ ea⋆−1. It is clear that
the fa’s commute. We denote the Lie algebra generated by these elements by g(V ).
This applies in particular to the left H-module that underlies H itself (with inner
product given by the norm). So there is defined a Lie algebra g(H). This is actually
the universal case, because an orthogonal splitting of T into m H-lines allows us to
identify T with an orthogonal direct sum H⊕· · ·⊕H. This induces a graded algebra
isomorphism ∧•V ∼= (∧•RH)⊗ · · ·⊗ (∧•RH) that is compatible with the actions of ea
and h. The Lie algebra g(V ) now appears as g(H) acting on them-fold tensor power
of its defining representation. In particular, we find an isomorphism of graded Lie
algebra’s g(H) ∼= g(V ) that extends the identifications between the actions of ea,
a ∈ H0.
The following lemma gives more information about the nature of this Lie algebra.
(4.2) Lemma.
(i) (g(H), h) is a Jordan–Lefschetz pair with g(H)2 canonically isomorphic to
the vector space underlying H0.
(ii) We have a natural isomorphism g(H)0 ∼= H0 ×Rh, where H0 is regarded as
the Lie algebra of H1. The given action of H1 on ∧•V integrates the action
of this summand.
(iii) (g(H), h) is isomorphic to the orthogonal Lie algebra defined by the form
x1x5 + x
2
2 + x
2
3 + x
2
4 with h corresponding to diag(−1, 0, 0, 0, 1).
(iv) The subalgebra M ⊂ ∧•V generated by the κJ ’s is invariant under the
star operator and g(H), and M [2m] becomes a Jordan–Lefschetz module of
(g(H), h) of level m.
Proof. In view of the preceding discussion, we may assume that m = 1. Besides the
established fact that the ea’s and the fa’s commute among each other, one verifies
that
[ea, fb] = −(ab−1)0 + 1
4
Tr(ab−1)h,
where h defines the grading and (ab−1)0 ∈ H0 operates on ∧•V on the right via
the H-module structure on V . One further checks that ea and fa commute with
the action of H. The assertions then follow in a straightforward manner, but let us
nevertheless make some remarks that make the verification rather simple and give
a clearer picture as well. We keep assuming that m = 1.
The star operator ⋆ in ∧•V defines an involution in ∧2V whose eigen spaces we
denote (∧2V )±. There are two interesting symmetric bilinear forms on ∧•V . One,
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denoted φ, is characterized by
φ(x, y) :=
∫
x ∧ y if deg(x) ≥ 2,
where
∫
: ∧•V → ∧4V ∼= R is the obvious projection. It has the property that
the eu’s and h leave this form infinitesimally invariant, so that g ⊂ so(φ). The
other form is the natural extension of the inner product: 〈x, y〉 = ∫ (x ∧ ⋆y). So
on (∧2V )+ both are equal, whereas on (∧2V )− they are opposite, and these eigen
spaces are perpendicular for both forms. The κJ ’s make up the unit sphere in the
space of selfdual 2-forms (∧2V )+. Since the wedge product of a selfdual form and
an antiselfdual form is zero, we find that each eu annihilates (∧2V )−, so that g(H)
acts trivially on this space. Hence g(H) acts on ∧evV via M = R⊕ (∧2V )+⊕∧4V .
One checks that the eJ ’s and fJ ’s generate all of so(M,φ), so that we have a
surjective Lie homomorphism g(H)→ so(M,φ) (a quick way to see this is to invoke
(2.1) and our classification of Jordan–Lefschetz pairs: the former implies that the
image is a Jordan–Lefschetz pair with 3-dimensional degree two summand and
latter shows that such a pair must be of type B2). This homomorphism is in fact
an isomorphism. The action on ∧oddV = V ⊕ ⋆V can be understood as follows:
V is after complexification no longer irreducible as a H-module: we can write
V ⊗ C = P ⊕ P¯ where P is a H-invariant complex plane. Such a plane is totally
isotropic with respect to the complexified inner product. The group H1 acts on P
faithfully with image SU(P ). Now P ⊕ ⋆P¯ is g(H)⊗C-invariant and comes with a
natural symplectic form. This symplectic form is infinitesimally preserved by the
ea’s so that we have a Lie homomorphism g(H) ⊗ C → sp(P ⊕ ⋆P¯ ). This is an
isomorphism (defining a spinor representation of g(H)).
(4.3) Let (X, g) be a compact connected Riemann manifold of dimension 4m.
Assume that the holonomy group at p ∈ M , Gp ⊂ GL(TpM), is isomorphic to
U(m,H) ⊂ GL(4m). The group U(m,H) is the group of quaternionic transforma-
tions that preserve a positive definite sesquilinear inner product; it is a maximal
compact subgroup of the complex symplectic group of genus 2m (and is often de-
noted by Sp(m), but we avoid that notation since it may lead to confusion with the
way we refer to the symplectic groups). The centralizer of U(m,H) in End(4m) is
the algebra of quaternions. So the centralizer of Gp in End(TpM) is a quaternion
algebra H(p) that gives TpM the structure of a (left) vector space over the skew
field H(p). The subalgebra’s H(p), p ∈M , make up a subbundle of End(TM) that
is flat for the Levi-Civita connection and has trivial monodromy. This allows us
to identify each of them with the algebra of flat sections of this bundle. Although
that subalgebra depends on (M, g), we will somewhat ambiguously denote it by H.
So TM is naturally endowed with an action of H. The metric is an eigen tensor of
this action with character the norm.
Any J ∈ H0∩H1 (notation is as above) defines an almost-complex structure onX .
This almost-complex structure flat with respect to the Levi-Civita connection and
(hence) integrable. It combines with the given metric on X to a Ka¨hler structure on
X ; we denote the Ka¨hler form by κJ . In particular J preserves the harmonic forms;
if we identify H(X ;R) with the space of harmonic forms on X , then this action is
just the Weil operator (which on Hp,q(X, J) is multiplication by
√−1−p+q).
The assignment J 7→ κJ extends linearly to H0 and this extension is an isomor-
phism of H0 onto a space of harmonic 2-forms, of which the nonzero elements are
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Ka¨hler classes. We denote the image of this map by a. We think of a as 3-plane in
H(X ;R) and call it the characteristic 3-plane of the metric. Its nonzero elements
have the Lefschetz property, so that is defined the Lie algebra g(a,H(X ;R)).
(4.4) Proposition.
(i) There is a unique isomorphism g(H) ∼= g(a,H(X ;R)) (of graded Lie alge-
bra’s) that extends the identifications between the actions of ea a ∈ H and
the semisimple element h defining the grading.
(ii) Under the isomorphism of (i), the action of the Lie group H1 on the space
of harmonic forms integrates the action of the semisimple part g(H)′0 of
g(H)0 on H(X). This action preserves the algebra structure on H(X) so
that g(H)′0 acts on H(X) by derivations.
(iii) The subalgebra Aa ⊂ H(X ;R) generated by a is invariant under the star
operator and g(H) and Aa[2m] is a Jordan–Lefschetz module of g(H) of
level m.
Proof. Part (i) follows from the observation that for every x ∈ X , the harmonic
forms define a subspace of the exterior algebra of the cotangent space of X at x
that is invariant under both ⋆ and cupping with alefschetz operator κa with a ∈ H0
nonzero.
For (ii) we remember that every J ∈ H1 ∩ H0 acts as a Weil operator. So
cos θ + J sin θ acts on Hp,q(X, J) as multiplication by exp (−p+ q)θ, hence acts as
an algebra automorphism. This proves that H1 acts by algebra automorphism.
As for (iii), note that Aa is additively spanned by the subalgebra’s R[a], with
a ∈ a nonzero. As such a subalgebra is invariant under ⋆, so is Aa. Hence Aa is
also invariant under fa. The rest of the assertion is clear.
Most of the preceding statement is due to Verbitsky (he proved a weaker form
of (ii)).
[Beauville] shows that once X admits one Riemann metric with U(m,H) as
holonomy group, then it admits many of them. As we have seen above any such
metric defines a characteristic 3-plane in H2(X ;R). Using a theorem of S.T. Yau,
he proves among other things the following:
(i) There is a nonempty open subset of the 3-plane Grassmannian of H2(X,R)
parametrizing characteristic planes.
(ii) There is a nonzero symmetric bilinear form q0 on H
2(X,R) with the prop-
erty that for every characteristic 3-plane H defined by the metric g, its
g-orthogonal complement H⊥ coincides with its q0-orthogonal complement
and q0 and g define proportional forms on H (with positive ratio) and H
⊥
(with negative ratio).
So q0 is unique up to positive factor and is nondegenerate of signature (3, b2(X)−3).
This will imply the following analogue of (4.4), which is also mostly due to
[Verbitsky 1995].
(4.5) Proposition. We then have:
(i) The pair (gtot(X ;R), h) is of Jordan–Lefschetz type of type (B,B) or (D,D)
with gtot(X ;R) isomorphic to so(4, b2(X)− 2).
(ii) We have natural identifications gtot(X ;R)2 ∼= H2(X ;R) and gtot(X ;R)0 ∼=
so(q0)×Rh. The semisimple part of gtot(X ;R)0, gtot(X ;R)′0 ∼= so(q0), acts
on H(X ;R) by derivations.
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(iii) The subalgebra A of H(X ;R) generated by H2(X ;R) is invariant under
gtot(X ;R) and A[2m] is a Jordan–Lefschetz module of gtot(X ;R) of level
m.
Proof. According to the previous proposition, the operators fa and fb commute
when a and b are nonzero elements of a characteristic 3-plane. By (i) this is therefore
the case for a and b in a nonempty open subset of H2(X ;R). Since the expression
[fa, fb] is rationally dependent on its arguments, it follows that fa and fb commute
whenever both are defined.
Let g2 resp. g−2 denote the abelian Lie subalgebra’s of gl(H(X ;R)) spanned by
the ea’s resp. fa’s and let let g0 be the Lie subalgebra generated by [g2, g−2].
Claim 1. g0 = g
′
0 × Rh (with g′0 = [g0, g0]) and g′0 consists of derivations of
H(X ;R). Moreover, the image of g′0 in gl(H
2(X,R)) is so(q0).
Proof. Notice that by the above (rationality) argument, g0 is already generated
by the brackets [ea, fb] with a, b nonzero and contained in a characteristic 3-plane.
If we fix such a 3-plane a, then the Lie subalgebra of g0 generated by the [ea, fb],
a, b nonzero elements of a, is g(a,H(X ;R))′0 × Rh with g(a,H(X ;R))′0 acting as
infinitesimal algebra automorphisms of H(X), that is, as derivations. Moreover
g(a,H(X ;R))′0 leaves q0 invariant. So g
′
0 acts as derivations and maps naturally to
so(q0). This last homomorphism is surjective, because so(q0) is generated by its
elements that kill the q0-orthogonal complement of a characteristic 3-plane.
Claim 2. adg0 leaves g2 and g−2 invariant.
Proof. Let u ∈ g′0. Since u is a derivation, we have for every a ∈ H2(X ;R) and
z ∈ H(X ;R), that [u, ea](z) = u(a.z) − a.u(z) = u(a).z = eu(a)(z). So adu leaves
the space of operators ea invariant. If G
′
0 ⊂ GL(H(X ;R)) denote the connected
closed subgroup with Lie algebra g′0, then for every g ∈ G′0 we have geag−1 = eg(a)
and ghg−1 = h. Hence if fa is defined, then gfag
−1 = fg(a). It follows that AdG′0
leaves g−2 invariant. The same assertion then holds for adg′0 .
We conclude that g := g−2 + g0 + g−2 is a Lie subalgebra of gl(H(X ;R)) and
hence equal to gtot(X ;R). Clearly, (g, h) is a Jordan–Lefschetz pair.
Claim 3. A is an irreducible g-submodule that has 1 as lowest weight vector and
g acts faithfully on A. Moreover, g′0 maps isomorphically onto so(q0).
Proof. From Ug = Ug2.Ug0.Ug−2 and and the fact that g0 + g−2 stabilizes the
unit element it follows that A is g-invariant and has 1 as lowest weight vector. It
is clear that the kernel of the homomorphism g → gl(M) is contained in g′0. This
kernel acts trivially on H2(X ;R), hence has zero Lie bracket with any ea (here we
use that g′0 acts by derivations). Applying the Jacobson–Morozov theorem to ea
acting on g, we also find that the kernel has zero Lie bracket with fa, when defined.
So the kernel has zero Lie bracket with g2, g−2 and hence also with g0 = [g2, g−2].
Since g is semisimple, this implies that the kernel is trivial.
We have already seen that the map g′0 → so(q0) is surjective. Since g′0 acts by
derivations, its action on A is completely determined by its restriction to H2(M,R).
Hence it is also injective.
The theorem now follows easily.
(4.6) Corollary. The algebra structure on H(X ;Q) and the Hodge structure on
H2(X) determine the Hodge structure on all of H(X).
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Proof. Let G˜ be the closed connected Q-subgroup of GL(H(X)) with Lie algebra
gtot(X)
′
0. Then its image G in GL(H
2(X)) is an orthogonal group of rank ≥ 3 and
the projection G˜→ G has finite kernel. The Hodge structure on H2(X) is given by
a real representation of the Deligne torus S on H2(X). This defines an R-morphism
of algebraic groups S→ G. Similarly, the Hodge structure on H(X) is given by an
R-morphism of algebraic groups S → G˜. The latter must be a lift of the former.
But clearly such a lift is unique.
(4.7) Example. Let T be a complex torus of complex dimension 2 and let m
be an positive integer. As Beauville explains, the (m+ 1)-fold symmetric product
Sm+1(T ) of T admits a natural nonsingular resolution T [m+1] → Sm+1(T ) (the
Hilbert scheme paramatrizing finite subschemes of T of length m+1). Composition
of this resolution with the “sum map” Sm+1(T )→ T gives a fibration T [m+1] → T
which is locally trivial in the e´tale sense. Let Km be the fiber over the origin. This
fiber is simply connected and if m ≥ 2, then H2(Km) (with its Hodge structure) is
canonically isomorphic to the direct sum of H2(T ) and the span of the class of the
exceptional divisor restricted to Km. So in that case, dimH
2(Km) = 7. Beauville
shows that for a generic choice of T , Km admits a quaternion Ka¨hler metric. Hence
(4.5) implies that gtot(Km;R) ∼= so(4, 5). The cohomology of K2 is computed in
[Salamon]. We can interpret his result as saying that as a gtot(Km;R)-module,
H(X) is the orthogonal direct sum of the subalgebra generated by H2(K2), a trivial
representation of dimension 80 and the spinor representation (of dimension 16).
Their Hodge polynomials are 1+ (s2+5st+ t2)+ (s4+5s3t+16s2t2+5st3+ t4)+
(s4t2 + 5s3t3 + s2t4) + s4t4, 80s2t2 and (s2t+ st2) + (s4t+ s3t2) respectively.
We have already looked at algebra’s such as A in (2.14). Invoking (2.14) we find
that if u ∈ A4 ⊂ H4(X) represents the dual of the Beauville-Bogomolov form q0,
then a 7→ ∫
X
a2um−1 is proportional to q0. There is a natural choice for u:
(4.8) Theorem. Let p ∈ H4(X ;R) be the image of the first Pontryagin class of
X under orthogonal projection of H(X ;R) onto A. Then the form r on H2(X ;R)
defined by r(a) =
∫
X
a2pm−1 is a nonzero multiple of Beauville-Bogomolov form.
We first show:
(4.9) Proposition. The Lie algebra gtot(X ;R)
′
0 acts trivially on the subalgebra
P (X) generated by the Pontryagin classes.
Proof. Let z be an element in this subalgebra of degree 4k. Choose a metric g
with holonomy group ∼= U(m,H). This determines an action of H on H(X ;R) and
a characteristic 3-plane a ⊂ H2(X ;R). If J ∈ H0 ∩ H1, then with respect to the
complex structure defined by J , P 4k(X) consists of classes of bidegree (2k, 2k).
Equivalently: the Weil operator J leaves P (X) invariant. As this is true for all
J ∈ H0∩H1, it follows that P (X) is invariant under all of H1. Hence P (X) is killed
by the Lie algebra H0. Since these Lie algebra’s generate the semisimple part of
gtot(X ;R)0, the proposition follows.
Proof of (4.8). Denote by π : H(X ;R)→ M the φ-orthogonal projection onto M .
So if a ∈ H2(X ;R), then π(a) ∈ M is characterized by the property that for all
b ∈ H(X ;R) we have ∫
X
ab =
∫
X
π(a)b. This is a gtot(A;R)-equivariant projection.
Since p1(X) is gtot(M ;R)-invariant, p = π(p1(X)) must be a multiple of u and so
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all we need to see is that p 6= 0. But this follows from a theorem of [Chen-Ogiue]
which states that for some Ka¨hler class κ,
∫
X
κ2m−2p1(X) is positive.
(4.10) We have now seen that all the classical Jordan–Lefschetz algebra’s arise
geometrically. The question comes up whether the same is true for the exceptional
case of type E7 (that corresponds to a Jordan algebra of dimension 27). In the
topological setting the answer is yes: if the 27-dimensional vector space W in
(2.11) is equipped with an integral structure WZ such that the cubic form only
takes integral even values (this is indeed possible), then it follows from theorems
of Wall and Jupp that there is a simply connected closed oriented 6-manifold X
for which the integral cohomology ring is isomorphic to the corresponding integral
algebra AZ (see [Okon-vdVen] for a general discussion). Now H
ev(X ;Z), does not
change if take a connected sum of X with a number of copies of S3×S3. We wonder
whether such a manifold admits a complex structure. Since all our interesting
examples have trivial canonical bundle we are inclined to make this question more
specific by asking:
Question. Does there exist a Calabi-Yau 3-fold with Picard group of rank 27
such that its Ne´ron–Severi Lie algebra is of type E7?
We notice that the mirror dual family of such a Calabi-Yau manifold will, if it
exists, have its period mapping take values in a Hermitian domain of type E7.
5. Filtered Lefschetz modules
(5.1) We recall a version of the Jacobson–Morozov lemma. If e is a nilpotent
transformation in a vector space M , then there is a unique nonincreasing filtration
W • preserved by e such that e has the Lefschetz property in Gr•W (M). Any sl(2)-
triple (e, h, f) containing e descends to an sl(2)-triple in GrW (M) and splits the
filtration (so the k-eigen space of h is a supplement of W k+1 inW k). We shall refer
to W • as the Lefschetz filtration of e.
(5.2) Lemma. Let g be a reductive Lie algebra, s ⊂ g a commutative subalgebra
consisting of semisimple elements and χ ∈ s∗ a character of s in g. Then for every
nilpotent e ∈ gχ there exists a f ∈ g−χ such that (e, [e, f ], f) is an sl(2)-triple.
Proof. Choose an sl(2)-triple (e, h′, f ′) containing e. Let f ′′ be the g−χ-component
of f ′. Then h := [e, f ′′] is the g0-component of h′ and so [h, e] is the gχ-component
of [h′, e] = 2e and hence equal to 2e. Since h is in the image of ad(e), the pair (e, h) is
by [Bourbaki], Ch. VIII, §11, Lemme 6, extendable to a sl(2)-triple (e, h, f). This
remains an sl(2)-triple if we replace f by its g−χ-component and so the lemma
follows.
Let (a,M) be a Lefschetz module and hor•M a nonincreasing filtration on the
graded vector space underlying M (so horkM = ⊕lhorkMl) which is preserved by
a. We shall refer to this filtration as the horizontal filtration. Then the associated
vertical filtration is defined by verkM :=
∑
r hor
r−kMr. This filtration is nonde-
creasing; we call the corresponding grading of GrverM the vertical grading. The
notations GrhorM and Gr
verM refer to the same vector space but with different
gradings: GrkhorMr = Gr
ver
r−kMr has horizontal degree k and vertical degree r − k.
The notation GrM refers to their common bigraded structure.
Suppose now that some a ∈ a preserves the vertical grading (i.e., ea(horkM) ⊂
hork+2M for all k) and has the Lefschetz property in GrhorM : e
k
a sends Gr
−k
horM
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isomorphically onto GrkhorM . It is then immediate that the horizontal filtration is
the Lefschetz filtration of the transformation ea in M . If we apply (5.2) to e := ea
and s := Ch, we find an sl(2)-triple (ea, hhor, fa) in g(a,M) with fa of total degree
−2 and hhor of total degree 0. So fa will map horkMr to hork−2Mr−2. This shows
that fa preserves the vertical filtration. It also follows that hhor = [ea, fa] has this
property. It is clear that the eigen spaces of hhor split the horizontal filtration.
This element commutes with h, so if we put hver := h− hhor, then the eigen spaces
of the commuting pair (hhor, hver) define a bigrading of M that identifies M with
GrM . The eigen spaces of (hhor, hver) under the adjoint representation also define
a bigrading of g(a,M). The image of a in g(a,M) need not be bigraded.
(5.3) Proposition. Let ahor ⊂ a be the set of a ∈ a that preserve the vertical
grading and suppose that GrhorM is a Lefschetz module of ahor. Then we can write
h = hhor+hver with hhor and hver semisimple elements of g(a,M) that have integral
eigen values and commute with each other (so for the resulting bigrading of M , Mk,l
gets identified with GrkhorMk+l).
The span of the components of ahor of lowest horizontal degree 2 make up an
abelian subalgebra a2,0 of g(a,M)2,0 that has the Lefschetz property in M with re-
spect to the horizontal grading. Moreover, g(a2,0,Mhor) is a subalgebra of g(a,M)•,0
that maps isomorphically onto g(ahor,GrhorM).
If in addition, GrverM is a Lefschetz module of a, then the span of the com-
ponents of a of highest vertical degree 2 make up an abelian subalgebra a0,2 of
g(a,M)0,2 that has the Lefschetz property in M with respect to the vertical grading.
Moreover, g(a0,2,Mver) is a subalgebra of g(a,M)0,• that maps isomorphically onto
g(a,GrverM). The obvious map g(a2,0,Mhor)× g(a0,2,Mver)→ g(a,M) is then an
injective homomorphism of Lie algebra’s.
Proof. Everything follows from the preceding or is obvious except the very last
statement. We claim that any “horizontal” sl(2)-triple (e′, h′, e′) acting in GrM
commutes with any “vertical” sl(2)-triple (e′′, h′′, e′′) acting in GrM . This just
follows from the fact that (e′, h′) commutes with (e′′, h′′) and the fact that in
either case the last member is a rational expression in the first two. It follows
that g(ahor,GrhorM) and g(a,Gr
verM) commute. The same is therefore true for
their bigraded lifts g(a2,0,M) and g(a0,2,M) in g(a,M). To see that g(a2,0,M) ∩
g(a0,2,M) = 0, note that this intersection has bidegree (0, 0) and is normal in either
of them. If it were nonzero, then it would contain a simple factor of g(a2,0,M) of
bidegree (0, 0). But this is impossible since g(a2,0,M) is (as a Lie algebra) generated
by its degree ±2 summands. The proposition follows.
Let f : X → Y be a fibration of projective manifolds which is topologically
locally trivial and let n and m be the complex dimensions of X and Y repectively,
so that d := n − m is the complex fiber dimension. Following [Deligne 1968] the
Leray spectral sequence of f degenerates: if L• denotes the Leray filtration of
H•(X), then GrkLH
r(X) ∼= Hk(Y,Rr−kf∗C).
(5.4) Proposition. If h denotes the basic semisimple element of gNS(X), then
we can write h = hhor + hver with hhor and hver semisimple elements of gNS(X)
that have integral eigen values and commute with each other so that for the result-
ing bigradings of H(X) and gNS(X) have the following properties: H(X)k,l gets
identified with Hk+m(Y,Rl+df∗C) and
g(NS(Y ),H•(Y,Rf∗C)[m])× g(NS(X/Y ),H(Y,R•f∗C[d]))
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lifts (uniquely) to a bigraded Lie subalgebra of gNS(X).
Proof. We prove the proposition by verifying the hypotheses of the previous propo-
sition for M := H•(X)[n] with as horizontal filtration the Leray filtration appro-
priately shifted: horkMr := L
d+k Hn+r(M).
First recall that Rlf∗C underlies a variation of Hodge structure of weight l. If
ξ ∈ NS(X) is ample relative f , then its image in H0(Y,R2f∗C) has the Lefschetz
property in the graded local system R•f∗C and induces a polarization in each
summand. This implies that ξ has the Lefschetz property in Hk(Y,R•f∗C[d]) and
satisfies the hypotheses of (1.6). So Hk(Y,R•f∗C)[d] is a Lefschetz module over
NS(X/Y ).
If η ∈ NS(Y ) is a polarization, then cupping with ηk defines an isomorphism
Hm−k(Y,Rlf∗C) → Hm+k(Y,Rlf∗C) [Zucker], [Saito] and η∪ has the Lefschetz
property in H•(Y,Rlf∗C)[m]. We apply (1.6) again and find that all the hypotheses
of (5.3) are fulfilled.
Remarks. This splitting of the Leray filtration is certainly a splitting that is
invariant under the action of NS(Y ). We do not know however whether it can be
chosen to be a splitting of H(Y )-modules.
If the graded local system R•f∗C is trivial (which is the case when Y is simply
connected), then by the universal coefficient theorem, Hk(Y,R•f∗C) ∼= Hk(Y ) ⊗
H•(Xy), where Xy is a fiber. If we take y sufficiently general, then NS(X/Y )
restricts isomorphically to NS(Xy) and then g(NS(X/Y ),H(Y,R
•f∗C[d])) can be
identified (via the preceding isomorphism) with gNS(Xy).
(5.5) The conditions X and Y nonsingular and f topologically locally trivial
can all be eliminated in the context of Hodge modules: if f : X → Y is a mor-
phism of projective varieties, and E is a polarized Hodge module on X of pure
weight, then according to [Saito] the Leray spectral sequence for f∗E degenerates
and the Leray filtration satisfies all the hypotheses of (5.3) (here no shifting is
necessary). If the map from a space Z to a fixed singleton is denoted aZ , then
we find that g(NS(X), aX∗(E)) contains graded Lie subalgebra’s isomorphic to
g(NS(Y ), aY ∗H
•(f∗E)) and g(NS(X/Y ), aY ∗H
•(f∗E)) that centralize each other.
(Here the cohomology is taken in the sense of Hodge modules; for a representing
complex of constructible sheaves, this amounts to taking perverse cohomology.)
(5.6) Proposition. Let f : X → Y be a (topologically locally trivial) fibration of
projective manifolds with fiber Pd. Then gNS(X) contains a Lie subalgebra isomor-
phic to gNS(Y )×sl(2). If this subalgebra is equal to gNS(X), then the characteristic
classes of this bundle are trivial, i.e., H(X) = H(Y )⊗H(Pn) as H(Y )-algebra’s.
Proof. As an algebra, H(X) is a simple integral extension of H(Y ): H(X) =
H(Y )[ξ]/(P ) with P a monic polynomial of degre d+1: P = ξd+1+c1ξ
d+· · ·+cd+1.
We make P unique by requiring that c1 = 0; then c2, . . . , cd+1 are the characteristic
classes of our bundle. Here ξ is any element of NS(X)⊗Q that spans a supplement
of NS(Y )⊗Q in NS(X)⊗Q. Take a bigrading on H(X) as in the previous proposi-
tion so that we get an embedding of gNS(Y )× sl(2) in gNS(X). If it is surjective,
then take for ξ a nonzero element of NS(X) that projects in H2(X)(−dimY,−d+2).
Cupping with ξ then corresponds to a nonzero element of the sl(2) factor. So we
have ξd+1 = 0. Hence all the ci’s are zero.
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(5.7) Theorem. Let f : X → Y be a Pd-bundle involving projective manifolds.
Assume that the Ne´ron–Severi Lie algebra of Y is maximal: gNS(Y ) = aut(H(Y )),
and that H(Y ) is not an inner product space of dimension 4. Then either the
characteristic classes of f are trivial and gNS(X) ∼= gNS(Y )× sl(2) or the Ne´ron–
Severi Lie algebra of X is maximal.
Proof. Suppose not all the characteristic classes are trivial and let ξ ∈ NS(X)⊗Q
be such that H(X) = H(Y )[ξ]/(P ) with P = ξd+1 + c2ξ
d−1 + · · ·+ cd+1 as in the
proof of (5.6). Then gNS(X) contains a copy of gNS(Y ) × sl(2), but ξ, viewed as
an element of gNS(Y ), commutes with neither factor. So the simple component of
gNS(X) that contains ξ contains gNS(Y ) × sl(2) as well. It remains to apply the
theorem of the appendix.
(5.8) Theorem. Let X be the flag space of a simple complex algebraic group.
Then its Ne´ron–Severi Lie algebra is equal to aut(H(X)).
Proof. In case the group is of rank one, then X = P1 and then the assertion is
clear. So assume that the rank is ≥ 2. Then X admits an iterated fibered structure
X = Xs → Xs−1 → · · · → X0
with X0 a singleton, Xt → Xt−1 a projective space bundle with positive fiber
dimension, and s ≥ 2. Iterated application of (5.6) yields an embedding of (sl(2))s
in gNS(X). In view of the theorem of the appendix it is therefore enough to show
that gNS(X) is simple. Were that not the case then we could write nontrivially
gNS(X) = s1 × s2 with si nonzero semisimple. In that case, let Hi be the si-
submodule of H(X) generated by the unit element. As H(X) is generated by NS(X)
it follows that H(X) = H1 ⊗ H2 as algebra’s. However, such a decomposition is
precluded by Borel’s description of H(X). According to this theory, there is up to
scalar a unique quadratic form on NS(X) ⊗ C that becomes a relation for H4(X).
This form is nondegenerate, and so H(X) cannot be the tensor product of two
graded subalgebra’s (see also (1.2)).
(5.9) The Borel description of H(X) actually shows that as an algebra, H(X)
is isomorphic to Sym(V )/I, where V is the complexified weight lattice of G and I
is the ideal generated by the Weyl group invariant homogeneous forms of positive
degree. In other words, we are in the case of the example discussed in (1.10) and
the above theorem gives a complete description of g(V, Sym(V )/I) in case W is an
irreducible Weyl group.
Another interesting class of projective manifolds with the property that their
rational cohohomology is generated by the Ne´ron–Severi group are the Knudsen–
Mumford moduli spaces Mn0 of stable n-pointed curves of genus zero. It it likely
that here also the Ne´ron–Severi Lie algebra of Mn0 equals aut(H(Mn0 )) (compare
theorem (6.8) below).
6. Frobenius–Lefschetz modules
(6.1) We say that a Lefschetz module (M, a) of depth n is Frobenius if it satisfies
the following three properties:
(1) PrimM−n = 1 is of dimension one (and so M is irreducible),
(2) the map a⊗M−n →M−n+2 is an isomorphism,
(3) M is generated as a Ua-module by M−n.
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If only the first two conditions are satisfied we say that M is a quasi-Frobenius
of depth n and if instead of (3), we have
(3′) the Ua-module generated by M−n contains M−n+2k for k ≤ d,
then we say that M is Frobenius up to order d.
Observe that if A is Lefschetz algebra of depth n, then A[n] is a Frobenius–
Lefschetz module of A2 if and only if A is generated by A2. Moreover, any
Frobenius–Lefschetz module is of this form.
We also note that a Jordan–Lefschetz module is Frobenius. The property of being
quasi-Frobenius is a useful one, as it turns out to be a rather strong approximation
to being Frobenius, that (somewhat in contrast to the latter) is generally easy to
verify in practice. Another reason of our interest in this notion is that it occurs
naturally in geometric examples:
(6.2) Proposition. Let X be a connected compact Ka¨hler (resp. complex projec-
tive) manifold. Then the gK(X)-submodule (resp. gNS(X)-submodule) of H(X)
generated by H0(X) is quasi-Frobenius as a Lefschetz module of H1,1(X) (resp.
NS(X)).
Proof. In the Ka¨hler case, it is clear that this submodule is contained in⊕k Hk,k(X).
So its intersection with H2(X) is H1,1(X) and the proposition follows. The Ne´ron–
Severi case is proved similarly.
The following proposition explains our terminology for it shows that a Lefschetz
module (M, a) is Frobenius if and only if M is Frobenius (= Gorenstein) as a
Ua-module.
(6.3) Proposition. Let (a,M) be a Frobenius–Lefschetz module of depth n.
Then there exists a nondegenerate g(a,M)-invariant (−)n-symmetric bilinear form
on M .
Proof. Since dimM−n = 1, we also have dimMn = 1. The choice of a generator
u ∈M−n identifies M with a graded quotient R of the symmetric algebra Ua (with
a shift of degree). Pick a nonzero linear form
∫
: R2n → C, and define a graded
bilinear form 〈 , 〉 :M ×M → C by 〈au, bu〉 = (−1)k ∫ (abu) if a ∈ R2k b ∈ R2n−2k.
This form is symmetric or skew according to whether n is even or odd. We claim
that it is g(a,M)-invariant. For if we regard 〈 , 〉 as an element of the Lefschetz
module (M ⊗M)∗, then it is of degree zero and annihilated by a. So if fa (a ∈ a) is
defined, then 〈 , 〉 is primitive for the sl(2)-triple (ea, h, fa) and hence annihilated
by fa. This proves our claim. Since M is irreducible, 〈 , 〉 must be nondegenerate.
(6.4) Example. The following example is not just instructive, it also will be used
in a proof (of theorem (6.8)). We give V (2l) = K[e]/(e2l+1)[2l] the unique sl(2)-
invariant quadratic form for which the inner product of 1 and e2l is (−1)l, so the
inner product of ep and eq is (−1)l+p if q = l − p ∈ {0, . . . , l} and zero otherwise.
Let V := V (2k) ⊕ V (2k − 2), k ≥ 2, regarded as the orthogonal direct sum of
K[e]-modules. Any endomorphism of V that commutes with e is K[e]-linear and
so representable by a 2 × 2 matrix with coefficients in K[e]. We readily compute
that the intersection of the centralizer of e with so(V )2 is the set of matrices of the
form (
ae be2
b ce
)
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with a, b, c scalars. These do not mutually commute, so any subspace a ⊂ so(V )2
that defines Lefschetz module structure on V and contains e is of dim ≤ 2. Hence a
will be spanned by e and an element e′ that can be represented by a matrix of the
above type with c = −a. If a 6= 0 = b, then it is easy to see g(a, V ) ∼= sl(2)× sl(2).
Suppose therefore that b 6= 0. We normalize e′ to make b = 1. Then e and e′ satisfy:
(e′)2 = (a2 + 1)e2, e2k+1 = 0 and e2k−1(e′ − ae) = 0. This suggests to take as a
new basis for a a± := e
′ ±√a2 + 1e. Then the relations become: a+a− = a2k+1+ =
a2k+1− = 0 plus a relation of degree 2k. It is then clear that as a C[a−, a+]-module,
V is generated by V−2k. (One can now show that g(a, V ) = so(V ), but we will not
need this in what follows.)
Now assume that k ≥ 3 and consider the semispinorial representation W of
so(V ). Let us first recall how W is obtained. The inner product is nondegenerate
on the plane V0. Let F0 and F
′
0 be complementary isotropic lines in V0 and put
F := F0 +
∑
i>0 V2i and F
′ := F ′0 +
∑
i<0 V2i. These are complementary isotropic
subspaces of V . One of the semispinorial representations of so(V ) can be realized
on W := ∧evF [n], with n = k2. Now W has as its lowest degree summand a line
in degree −n spanned by 1 ∈ ∧0F . The action of a on ∧evF is as follows: if f ∈ F0
and f ′ ∈ F ′0 are such that their inner product is 1, then we have
a · (x1 ∧ · · · ∧ x2l) = −f ∧ a(f ′) ∧ x1 ∧ · · · ∧ x2l +
2l∑
i=1
x1 ∧ · · · ∧ a(xi) ∧ · · · ∧ x2l,
where a ∈ a and x1, . . . , x2l ∈ F . A calculation shows that a±(f ′) = ±ca±(f),
with c a nonzero constant. This enables us to determine the C[a−, a+]-submodule
of W generated by 1 ∈ W−n: we find that in degree ≤ −n + 6 it is the span of
f, f ∧ a±(f), f ∧ a2±(f), a+(f)∧ a−(f), f ∧ a3±(f)+ a±(f)∧ a2±(f), a±(f)∧ a2∓(f).
This contains the summands of degree ≤ −n + 4 of W , but not W−n+6: since
n = k2 ≥ 9, f ∧ a3±(f) is not in this span. So W is Frobenius up to order 2, but
not up to order 3.
(6.5) Let (g, h, a) be a Lefschetz triple, h a Cartan subalgebra of g containing
h and B a root basis of R = R(g, h) whose members are ≥ 0 on h. Let M be an
irreducible representation of g with −λ ∈ h∗ as lowest weight (with respect to B).
We give a simple criterion for M to be quasi-Frobenius–Lefschetz module.
The lowest weight subspace of M , M−λ, is a line. The g-stabilizer of this line is
the standard parabolic subalgebra p = pX of g, where X is the set of α ∈ B with
λ(α∨) = 0. In other words, p is the direct sum of h and the root spaces of roots β
with λ(β∨) ≤ 0. We endow M with the grading defined by h and denote the grade
by a subscript. It is clear that the depth n of M is equal to λ(h). So M−λ ⊂M−n.
The map that assigns to x ∈ g the homomorphism x|M−λ ∈ Hom(M−λ,M) induces
an injective map g/p → Hom(M−λ,M/M−λ). In particular, if p2 denotes the
degree two part of p:
p2 :=
∑
α∈R2,λ(α∨)=0
gα,
then we have an injective map g2/p2 → Hom(M−λ,M−n+2). We conclude:
(6.6) Lemma. Suppose dimMn = 1. Then M is quasi-Frobenius if and only if a
is a supplement of p2 in g2.
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(6.7) If g is a Lie algebra, then call a representationM of g tautological if g maps
isomorphically onto the Lie algebra of infinitesimal isometries of a nondegenerate
(±)-symmetric form on M . So g is then a symplectic or orthogonal Lie algebra and
if g 6∼= so(4), then M is a fundamental representation of g with highest weight at
an end of the Dynkin diagram.
We have not found an example of a simple Frobenius–Lefschetz module that is
not of Jordan–Lefschetz type or tautological. The following theorem says that such
an example must involve an exceptional Lie algebra.
(6.8) Theorem. A simple Frobenius–Lefschetz module that is not a Jordan-Lef-
schetz module and whose Lie algebra is simple and of classical type, is tautological.
(6.9) Before we begin the proof, we derive some general properties of quasi-
Frobenius–Lefschetz modules. So from now on, M is a quasi-Frobenius–Lefschetz
module and we retain the notation introduced above. Since p contains g0, we have
X ⊃ B0. We denote X ∩B2 by Bp2 and we let Ba2 := B2 \X = B2 −Bp2 .
For β ∈ B2, we denote by R2(β) the set of roots in R2 that have coefficient one
on β and put
g2(β) :=
∑
γ∈R2(β)
gγ .
Since R2 is the disjoint union of the R2(β)’s, g2 is the direct sum of the g2(β)’s.
Each g2(β) is a g0-invariant subspace of g. Notice that p2 =
∑
β∈Bp2
g2(β) so that
a¯ :=
∑
β∈Ba2
g2(β).
is a g0-invariant supplement of p2 in g2. By (6.6), a is the graph of a linear map
φ : a¯→ p2.
(6.10) Lemma. For every β′ ∈ Bp2 there exists a β ∈ Ba2 such that the map
g2(β)→ g2(β′) induced by φ is nonzero.
Proof. Suppose not. Then a centralizes the fundamental coweight pβ corresponding
to β. We show that then [f(e), pβ] = 0, whenever f(e) is defined. This will imply
that a ∪ f(a) is in the centralizer of pβ and thus contradict the fact that a ∪ f(a)
generates g as a Lie algebra.
Write f(e) =
∑
k fk with [hβ , fk] = kfk. By homogeneity, (e, h, f0) is then also
an sl(2)-triple and by uniqueness of f(e), we then have f(e) = f0.
Virtually all the properties that we shall derive about quasi-Frobenius–Lefschetz
modules come from the following lemma.
(6.11) Lemma. The spaces a¯ and φ(a¯) are abelian subalgebras and [X, φ(Y )] =
[Y, φ(X)] for all X, Y ∈ a¯. (In particular, [X, φ(Y )] = 0 if X ∈ g2(β), Y ∈ g2(β′)
with β, β′ ∈ Ba2 distinct.)
Proof. Let γ and γ′ be distinct roots of R2 that have a B
a
2 -coefficient equal to one
and let X ∈ gγ , Y ∈ gγ′ . Since a is abelian, we have
0 = [X + φ(X), Y + φ(Y )]
= [X, Y ] + ([X, φ(Y )] + [φ(X), Y ]) + [φ(X), φ(Y )].
The three groups of terms belong to direct sums of root spaces that do not intersect
and so each of them must be zero.
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(6.12) Corollary. Let β ∈ Ba2 , C its connected component in B −Bp2 . Then:
(i) β is the unique element of B2∩C and the coefficient of β in the highest root
with support in C is 1,
(ii) if β′ ∈ Bp2 is connected with C and β1 ∈ Ba2 , then φ induces a nonzero map
g2(β1)→ g2(β′) if and only if β1 = β,
(iii) if Bp2 6= ∅, then β is an end of B or not connected with B0.
Proof. (i) If C ∩ B2 contains an element distinct from β, then let β′ be such an
element that is not separated from β by another member B2. Then β
′ ∈ Ba2 . We
then can find a γ ∈ R2(β) such that β′ + γ is a root. But this contradicts the fact
that g2(β) and g2(β
′) commute.
The fact that g2(β) is abelian implies that the sum of no two elements of R2(β)
is a root. So the coefficient of β in the highest root with support in C is 1 (see
(2.5)).
(ii) Let β′ ∈ Bp2 and β1 ∈ Ba2 be as in the statement. Choose γ1 ∈ R2(β1)
and γ′ ∈ R2(β′) such that the map gγ1 → gγ′ induced by φ is nonzero and choose
γ ∈ R2(β) such that γ + γ′ is a root. So if Xγ ∈ gγ and Xγ1 ∈ gγ1 are generators,
then the gγ+γ
′
component of [Xγ, φ(Xγ1)] is nonzero. By (6.11), this implies that
β1 = β.
(iii) For this assertion we prove that if C − {β} is connected with β′ ∈ Bp2 , then
C − {β} is connected and separates β′ from β. Since the Dynkin diagram is a tree
this amounts to showing that the union Y of connected components of C − {β}
that do not separate β and β′ is empty.
Suppose this is not the case: Y 6= ∅. Since β′ is separated from Y by β, all
the roots of R2(β
′) will have zero coefficient on Y . According to (ii) there exist
a γ1 ∈ R2(β) and a γ′ ∈ R2(β′) such that φ(Xγ1) (with Xγ1 ∈ gγ1) has nonzero
gγ
′
-component. Choose γ ∈ R2(β) such that γ + γ′ is a root and γ − γ1 has a
nonzero coefficient on an element of Y . Let Xγ ∈ gγ be a generator and consider
the identity
[Xγ, φ(Xγ1)] = [Xγ1 , φ(Xγ)].
The gγ+γ
′
-component of the lefthand side is clearly nonzero. So this is also the case
for the righthand side. This implies that −γ1+ γ+ γ′ ∈ R2(β′). This is therefore a
root whose Y -coefficients are zero. However, these coefficients are those of −γ1 + γ
and so we arrive at a contradiction.
(6.13) Corollary. If Bp2 = ∅, then B2 is a singleton, a = a¯ = g2 and M is a
Jordan–Lefschetz module.
Proof. The first part of previous corollary implies that B2 = B
a
2 is a singleton, {β},
say. Then a¯ is the sum of the root spaces gγ with γ ∈ R2. Since a¯ is abelian, the sum
of two elements of R2 is never a root. Hence R2∪R0 contains all the positive roots.
This implies that a¯ = g2. Since the lowest weight of M is a negative multiple of the
fundamental weight at the vertex labeled by β, it is a Jordan–Lefschetz module.
Corollary (6.12) does not exploit (6.11) to the fullest. For instance, we have:
(6.14) Lemma. Suppose that C is connected with some β′ ∈ Bp2 and assume that
C ∪ {β′} − {β} is of type Al, l ≥ 2. Then C is a string and β has no greater root
length then β′.
Proof. Let us number the roots of C ∪ {β′}− {β} in order: β′, α1, . . . , αl−1 and let
β be connected with αk, 1 ≤ k ≤ l − 1.
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According to (6.12-ii), φ induces a nonzero map φβ′,β : g2(β)→ g2(β′) such that
[X, φβ,β′(Y )] is symmetric in (X, Y ) ∈ g(β)×g(β). The simple roots {α1, . . . , αl−1}
define a Lie subalgebra s ⊂ g isomorphic to sl(l). We denote its fundamental
weights by ̟i ∈ (h∩ s)∗ (i = 1, . . . , l−1). Any root γ′ of R2(β′) will have the form
γ + α1 · · ·+ αi (including the case i = 0: γ = γ′), such that γ ∈ R2(β′) has all its
C-coefficients zero. We take γ′ ∈ R2(β′) such that φβ′,β has nonzero component on
gγ
′
. Then
V := gγ + gγ+α1 + · · ·+ gγ+α1+···+αl−1 .
is the s-subrepresentation of g2(β
′) generated by gγ
′
. It is irreducible with highest
weight ̟1 and is therefore a standard representation of s.
Suppose that k /∈ {1, l − 1}. In view of the classification of Dynkin diagrams, β
has then the same root length as β′.
Claim 1: The set of roots R2(β) is the orbit of β under the action of the Weyl
subgroup W defined by the subroot system {α1 . . . , αl−1} of R.
Proof. Notice thatR2(β) consists of positive roots that are linear combinations of
β, α1, . . . , αl−1 with the coefficient of β being 1. Each W -orbit in R2(β) contains a
root δ = β+r1α1+· · ·+rl−1αl−1 in the closedW -chamber opposite the fundamental
one: δ(α∨i ) ≤ 0 for i = 1, . . . , l − 1. This means that 2ri ≤ ri−1 + ri+1 for i 6= k
(where we put r0 = rl = 0) and 2rk ≤ rk−1 + rk+1 + 1. It is not difficult to verify
that this can only happen when all ri’s are zero, i.e., when δ = β. So R2(β) =Wβ.
Claim 2: g(β) is as a s-representation isomorphic to ∧kV .
Proof. According to the previous claim the weights of g(β) with respect to h
are in a single W -orbit. This implies that g(β) is irreducible as a s-representation.
Since β defines the minus the fundamental weight −̟k of the root system generated
by {α1, . . . , αl−1}, this representation must be equivalent to ∧kV .
We identify g(β) with ∧kV so that φ induces a nonzero linear map ψ : ∧kV → V .
The Lie bracket defines a bilinear s-equivariant map from V × ∧kV to a represen-
tation space of s and so we may think of it as a projection onto s-subrepresentation
of V ⊗ ∧kV . This subrepresentation is nonzero since for instance the root spaces
gγ+α1+···+αk and gβ have nonzero Lie bracket. Moreover, [ψ(x), y] is symmetric in
(x, y). We show that this is impossible.
We observe that ∧kV ⊗ V decomposes into two irreducible representations: one
is ∧k+1V and the other is the space U spanned by the elements x1 ⊗ x1 ∧ · · · ∧ xk.
Suppose first that the image of the Lie bracket has a nonzero projection on ∧k+1V .
Then
ψ(x1 ∧ · · · ∧ xk) ∧ y1 ∧ · · · ∧ yk = ψ(y1 ∧ · · · ∧ yk) ∧ x1 ∧ · · · ∧ xk
for all xi, yi ∈ V . This identity shows that if ψ(y1∧· · ·∧yk) 6= 0, then each xi must
be in the span of ψ(x1 ∧ · · · ∧ xk), y1, · · · , yk. Since ψ is not identically zero, we
deduce (by letting y1, . . . , yk vary) that each xi is proportional to ψ(x1 ∧ · · · ∧ xk)
or that k = l − 1. The last case is excluded and the first case implies that k = 1,
which is excluded as well. So the bracket map has image in U . The s-equivariant
projection πU : V ⊗ ∧kV → U is given by
πU (x0 ⊗ (x1 ∧ · · · ∧ xk)) =
=
k
k + 1
x0 ⊗ (x1 ∧ · · · ∧ xk)− 1
k + 1
k∑
i=1
(−1)ixi ⊗ (x0 ∧ x1 ∧ · · · ∧ x̂i ∧ · · · ∧ xk).
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The same reasoning as above shows that if πU (ψ(x) ⊗ y) is symmetric in (x, y)
arguments, then ψ = 0. This proves the first assertion of the lemma.
The proof of the second assertion uses a similar argument. Suppose that the
root length of β is greater than that of β′. In view of the classification this can
only happen when β is connected with αl−1 so that C ∪ {β′} is of type Cl+1.
Claim 3: g(β) is as a s-representation isomorphic to the space Sym2(V ∗) of
quadratic forms on V .
Proof. Note that W has two orbits in R2(β): the orbit of the long root β and
the orbit of the short root αl−1 + β. The s-representation generated by g
β has
gβ as lowest weight space. The lowest weight is −2̟l−1 and the corresponding
representation is therefore Sym2(V ∗). The weights of this representation are just
the elements of R2(β) and so the claim follows.
We finish the argument as before. The contraction mapping V ⊗Sym2(V ∗)→ V ∗
is equivariant and surjective and its kernel U ′ is an irreducible representation of s.
We first show that the Lie bracket cannot induce a nonzero mapping V ⊗
Sym2 V ∗ → V ∗. For then ψ : Sym2(V ∗)→ V is a nonzero linear map such that the
expression ξ(ψ(η2))ξ is symmetric in ξ, η ∈ V ∗. Since Sym2(V ∗) is spanned by the
squares, there exists a η ∈ V ∗ with ψ(η2) 6= 0. It then follows that η is proportional
to ξ for almost all ξ, which is absurd since dimV ≥ 2.
To finish the argument we now suppose that the Lie bracket induces a nonzero
mapping V ⊗ Sym2 V ∗ → U ′. The equivariant section of the above contraction
map assigns to ξ ∈ V ∗ the symmetrization sym(1V ⊗ ξ) ∈ V ⊗ Sym2(V ∗). So the
equivariant projection V ⊗Sym2 V ∗ → U ′ is given by v⊗ξ2 7→ v⊗ξ2−sym(ξ(v)1V ⊗
ξ). This means that the expression ξ(x)2ψ(η2)−ξ(ψ(η2))ξ(x)x (with ξ, η ∈ V ∗ and
x ∈ V ) is symmetric in ξ and η. So if η(x) = 0, then ξ(x)2ψ(η2)−ξ(ψ(η2))ξ(x)x = 0.
By taking ξ(x) 6= 0, we see that ψ(η2) and x must be proportional. As this is
true for all x ∈ V with η(x) = 0, it follows that η(ψ(η2)) = 0. If we substitute
η = t1η1 + t2η2, and take the t
2
1t2-coefficient, we find that η1ψ(η1η2) = 0. This
means that ψ is identically zero, which contradicts our assumption.
(6.15) Proposition. Let (a,M) be an irreducible Lefschetz module of depth n
with dimM−n = 1. Suppose that an irreducible representation of g(a,M) whose
highest weight is k ≥ 1 times that of M , is Frobenius up to order l, with 1 ≤ l ≤ k.
Then (M, a) is quasi-Frobenius and M−n+2i = a¯
iM−n for i ≤ l.
Proof. Let u ∈ M−n be nonzero and let M(k) be the g(a,M)-subrepresentation
of Symk(M) generated by uk. Then M(k) is irreducible and has highest weight
k times that of M . It is also a Lefschetz a-module of depth kn with uk spanning
M(k)−kn. By assumption, M(k) is Frobenius up to order l. In particular, a(u
k) =
a¯(uk) =M(k)−kn+2. In view of the fact that M(k)−kn+2 = u
k−1M−n+2, it follows
that aM−n = a¯M−n =M−n+2, so that M is quasi-Frobenius also. Hence for i ≤ l,
the map
Symi(a¯)⊗ uk → Symi(M−n+2)uk−i, a1a2 · · ·ai ⊗ uk 7→ a1(u) · · ·ai(u)uk−i
is an isomorphism. There is an obvious projection of Symk(M)−kn+2i onto its
subspace Symi(M−n+2)u
k−i which makes the above map factor as
Symi(a¯)⊗ uk →M(k)−kn+2i → Symi(M−n+2)uk−i,
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with the first map given by the a¯-action onM(k). The image of that first map is just
a¯i(uk) and hence dim a¯i(uk) = dimSymi(a¯) = dimSymi(a). Since M(k) is quasi-
Frobenius up to order l ≥ i, we also have dimM(k)−kn+2i ≤ dimSymi(a). It follows
that M(k)−kn+2i = a¯
i(uk). Taking the projection in the summand M−n+2iu
k−i,
then gives that a¯i(u) =M−n+2i.
(6.16) Example (6.4) continued. In this case a¯ is the intersection of so(V ) with
Hom(V−2, F0) + Hom(F
′
0, V2). We may identify a¯ with F0 ∧ V2 and if do so, then
its action on W is given by the wedge product. From this it is immediate that
a¯2 acts trivially on W . So the previous proposition implies that any irreducible
representation of so(V ) with lowest weight a multiple of that ofW is not Frobenius.
Proof of (6.8). In view of (6.13), the assumption that (M, a) is not a Jordan–
Lefschetz module implies that Bp2 is nonempty. According to (1.17), B2 is totally
disconnected. So it follows from (6.12) that the elements of Ba2 are ends of the
Dynkin diagram. Let the numbers n, k, r and 1 ≤ d0 < d1 < · · · < dr = dr+1 =
· · · = dk have the same meaning as in (1.16).
Case Al. Since B
a
2 consists of ends, we must have d0 = 1. Hence M has lowest
weight of the form −p̟1− q̟l, with p, q nonnegative integers. According to (6.3),
M is self-dual, so that p = q and Ba2 = {α1, αl}.
Notice that for p = q = 1 we get the adjoint representation of g = sl(V ). This
representation is not quasi-Frobenius: its lowest degree summand is sl(V )−2n =
Hom(Vn, V−n) and so every element of a(sl(V )−2n) must be in Hom(Vn−2, V−n),
which is a proper subspace of sl(V )−2n+2 = Hom(Vn, V−n+2)⊕Hom(Vn−2, V−n).
So by (6.15), M cannot be quasi-Frobenius either and therefore this case does
not occur.
Case Bl. Then n is even, dk is odd and l = d0 + · · · + dk−1 + 12 (dk − 1). The
elements of B2 are in position d0, d0+d1, . . . , d0+ · · ·+dk−1. So in this case d0 = 1
and Ba2 = {α1}, the simple root at the tautological vertex of B.
Case Cl, odd parity. Then n is odd and l = d0 + · · ·+ dk. The elements of B2
are in position d0, d0+d1, . . . , d0+ · · ·+dk = l. The last element is the large simple
root, so by (6.14) cannot belong to Ba2 . Hence d0 = 1 and B
a
2 = {α1}, the simple
root at the standard tautological vertex of B.
Case Cl, even parity. Then n and d0, . . . , dk are even and l = d0+· · ·+dk−1+ 12dk.
The elements of B2 are in position d0, d0+ d1, . . . , d0+ · · ·+ dk−1. Neither the first
nor the last root are among them, so this case cannot occur.
Case Dl, odd parity. Then n is odd, all di’s are even and l = d0+ · · ·+dk−1+dk.
The elements of B2 are in position d0, d0 + d1, . . . , d0 + · · ·+ dk and dk ≥ 4. Now
αl−dk , αl ∈ B2, whereas αi ∈ B0 for the intermediate indices i = l−dk+1, . . . , l−1.
Since dk ≥ 4, it follows from (6.14), that we cannot have αl ∈ Ba2 . So d0 = 1 and
Ba2 = {α1}, the simple root at the tautological vertex of B.
Case Dl, even parity. Then n and dk are even and l = d0 + · · · + dk−1 + 12dk.
If dk ≥ 4, then the elements of B2 are in position d0, d0 + d1, . . . , d0 + · · ·+ dk−1.
So αl−1 and αl do not belong to this set. It follows from (6.12) that d0 = 1 and
Ba2 = {α1}, the simple root at the tautological vertex of B.
Suppose now dk = 2. Then according to (1.16) d0 = 1 and d1 = · · · = dk = 2,
in other words, V ∼= V (2k) ⊕ V (2k − 2) (k ≥ 2). If k = 2, then we are in the
D4-case with all ends belonging to B2 and the center in B0. According to (6.12)
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this can only be if Ba2 is a singleton. So let us assume that k ≥ 3; we are then
in the case of example (6.4) and its continuation (6.16). According to (6.12), Ba2
cannot contain both αl−1 and αl. Suppose it contains one of them, say αl. If
Ba2 also contains α1, then a¯ is the sum of the root spaces corresponding to the
four roots α1, α1 + α2, αl, αl + αl−2. But this contradicts our finding in (6.4) that
dim a ≤ 2. We also cannot have Ba2 = {αl}: if that were the case, thenM has lowest
weight −p̟l (p > 0). The representation with lowest weight −̟l is a semispinorial
representation W as discussed (6.4) and so this is excluded by (6.16).
We conclude that we are in the orthogonal or symplectic case and that Ba2 = {α1}
always. So M has lowest weight −p̟1, with p a positive integer. To finish the
argument, we must show that p = 1. For this we invoke (6.15), with V taking the
roˆle of M . Notice that in all cases the assumption Bp2 6= ∅ implies that n > 2.
The lowest degree part of V , V−n, is one dimensional and a¯ ⊂ Hom(V−n, V−n+2) +
Hom(Vn−2, Vn). So a¯Vn = V−n+2, but a¯V−n+2 = 0, whereas V−n+4 6= 0 (here we
use that n > 2). So (6.15) implies that p = 1.
7. Appendix: a property of the
orthogonal and symplectic Lie algebra’s
The purpose of this appendix is to prove the following theorem.
Theorem. Let Ui (i = 1, . . . , k) be finite dimensional complex vector spaces (k ≥
2) endowed with a nondegenerate form (symmetric or skew) and assume that no Ui
is an inner product space of dimension 2. If we give U1⊗· · ·⊗Uk the product form
〈u1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ uk, v1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ vk〉 := 〈u1, v1〉 · · · 〈uk, vk〉,
then every simple Lie subalgebra of aut(U1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ Uk) that contains aut(Ui) or
contains a copy of sl(2) in aut(Ui) acting irreducibly on Ui (i = 1, . . . k) is equal to
aut(U1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ Uk).
Before we begin the proof we make some preliminary observations and recall two
results of Dynkin.
As before, V (d) denotes the standard irreducible sl(2)-module of dimension d+1,
which we regard as the d-fold symmetric product of the tautological representation
of sl(2).
(7.1) Lemma. The decomposition of gl(V (d)) into irreducible sl(2)-submodules is
gl(V (d)) = ⊕d−1i=0 gl(i)(V (d)),
where gl(i)(V (d)) is the sl(2)-submodule generated by ei. Furthermore, gl(0)(V (d))
consists of the scalars, gl(1)(V (d)) can be identified with the image of sl(2) in
gl(V (d)) and gl(odd)(V (d)) = aut(V (d)).
Proof. Let W be an irreducible sl(2)-submodule of gl(V (d)) of dimension m + 1.
If T ∈ W is a highest weight vector, then [e, T ] = 0 and [h, T ] = mT . Since V (d)
is a monic C[e]-module, it follows that T is a polynomial in e (of degree ≤ d, of
course). Since [h, ei] = 2iei it follows that m is even and that T is proportional to
e
1
2m. On the other hand is clear that for i = 0, . . . , m, ei is coprimitive of weight 2i
and hence generates an irreducible sl(2)-submodule of gl(V (d)) of dimension 2i+1.
This proves the first part of the lemma. The identity 〈eix, y〉 = (−)i〈x, eiy〉 shows
that ei ∈ aut(V (d)) if and only if i is odd.
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(7.2) Lemma. In the situation of the previous lemma, we have for i = 0, . . . , m
that f i ∈ gl(i)(V (d)). Furthermore, ui := adif ei resp. hi := [ei, f i] is a semisimple
element in gl(i)(V )) resp. aut(V (d)) which commutes with h = [e, f ]. For d ≥ 3
and 2 ≤ i ≤ d, we have hi /∈ sl(2).
Proof. There is an inner automorphism of sl(2) that sends e to f and so the first
statement follows. For the second, regard V (d) as the space of homogeneous poly-
nomials of degree d in two variables x, y and let e resp. f act as x∂/∂y resp. y∂/∂x.
The calculation is then straightforward: xkyl is an eigen vector of hi with eigen
value ck,l := k(k− 1) · · · (k− 1 + d)(l+ 1)(l+ 2) · · · (l+ d)− (k + 1)(k+ 2) · · · (k +
d)l(l − 1) · · · (l − 1 + d). We have ck,l = −ck,l and so hi ∈ aut(V (d)). A simple
verification shows that under the given constraints, hi is not proportional to h and
hence not in sl(2). It is clear that [h, ui] = 0. Hence ui preserves each eigen space
of h and so ui is semisimple.
We will also need two theorems due to Dynkin [Dynkin 1952b].
(7.3) Theorem. (Dynkin) Let s be a Lie subalgebra of aut(V (d)) that contains
sl(2) as a proper subalgebra. Assume d 6= 6. Then s = aut(V (d)).
(7.4) Theorem. (Dynkin) Let U and V be vector spaces with a nondegenerate
form (symmetric or skew), neither of which is an inner product spaces of dimension
4. Then every semisimple Lie subalgebra g of aut(U ⊗ V ) that strictly contains
aut(U)× aut(V ) is equal to aut(U ⊗ V ).
The reason for excluding 4-dimensional inner product spaces is that such a space
is of the form V = W1 ⊗W2 with Wi a symplectic plane and aut(V ) = aut(W1) ×
aut(W2). In that case aut(U ⊗W1) × aut(W2) is a semisimple Lie subalgebra of
aut(U ⊗V ) that strictly contains aut(U)×aut(V ) (at least, if dimU ≥ 3). However
this algebra is not simple and as we shall see the exceptions disappear if g is assumed
to be simple.
Let U be vector space of finite dimension ≥ 2 with a nondegenerate ǫ-symmetric
form and denote its Lie algebra of infinitesimal automorphisms by aut(U). Let
g±(U) be the set of x ∈ sl(U) satisfying 〈xu, u′〉 = ±〈u, xu′〉 and let g0(U) denote
the scalar operators in gl(U).
(7.5) Lemma. Suppose that U is not an inner product space of dimension two.
Then gl−(U) = aut(U) and gl(U) = g−(U)⊕ g0(U)⊕ g+(U) is an aut(U)-invariant
decomposition. The summands are irreducible, except when U is an inner product
space of dimension 4. If dimU > 2, then [g+(U), g+(U)] = g−(U) and for ǫ = ±,
there exists Y ∈ gǫ(U) such that Y 2 ∈ g+(U) + g0(U) is not a scalar and has
nonzero trace.
Proof. The first statements are well-known. If dimU > 2, then [g+(U), g+(U)] is
a nontrivial subspace of g−(U) and hence equal to it (since g−(U) is irreducible).
The last statement is an easy exercise.
The following lemma describes the exceptional case of theorem (7.3). This is (at
least implicit) in the tables and in any case, the proof is straightforward.
(7.6) Lemma. Let s := gl(1)(V (6))+ gl(5)(V (6)). This is a simple Lie subalgebra
of gl(V (6)) of type G2 and any semisimple Lie algebra of aut(V (6)) that strictly
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contains sl(2) contains s. The subspace g+(V (6)) is an irreducible representation
of s (of dimension 27).
We now treat the essential part of the case k = 2 of the theorem. The proof is
however typical for the way we prove it in general.
(7.7) Proposition. Let d, d′ be positive integers and let g be a semisimple Lie
subalgebra of aut(V (d) ⊗ V (d′)) which contains sl(2) × sl(2), but is not contained
in aut(V (d))× aut(V (d′)). Then g contains aut(V (d))× aut(V (d′)).
Proof. We abbreviate V := V (d) and V ′ := V (d′).
The irreducible sl(2) × sl(2)-submodules of gl(V ⊗ V ′) are gl(k)(V ) ⊗ gl(l)(V ′),
where 0 ≤ k ≤ d and 0 ≤ l ≤ d′. The submodule aut(V ⊗ V ′) is the sum of the
gl(k)(V ) ⊗ gl(l)(V ′) with k + l odd. We are given that g contains the summands
indexed by the pairs (1, 0), (0, 1) and some (i, j) with i and j both positive and
with odd sum. Suppose i is even and j is odd.
We first prove that g ⊃ aut(V )⊗1. According to (7.2), uj ∈ gl(j)(V ′) is nonzero
semisimple with integral eigen values and so Tr(u2) 6= 0. Consider hi ⊗ u2j =
[ei ⊗ uj , f i ⊗ uj ] ∈ g. This element must have a nonzero component in some
gl(k)(V )⊗ 1 with k odd and 6= 1.
If d 6= 6, then theorem (7.3) implies that aut(V )⊗1 ⊂ g. If d = 6, then it follows
that g contains s⊗ 1, with s a Lie algebra of type G2 as described in (7.6). Since
i is even and positive, it follows from (7.6) that g contains g+(V ) ⊗ gl(j)(V ′). If
X, Y ∈ g+(V ), then [X, Y ] ⊗ h2j = [X ⊗ hj , Y ⊗ hj ] ∈ g and we find as before that
[X, Y ] ⊗ 1 ∈ g. The elements [X, Y ], X, Y ∈ g+(V ), span g−(V ) by (7.5) and so
also in this case g ⊃ aut(V )⊗ 1.
We next prove that 1⊗aut(V ′) ⊂ g. If d′ = 1, there is nothing to show, so suppose
d′ ≥ 2. In passing we have shown that g contains the summand gl(k)(V )⊗ u2j with
k odd. It is easily verified that for d′ ≥ 2, u2j is not a scalar and so g contains
a summand gl(k)(V ) ⊗ gl(l)(V ′) with l > 0 (and necessarily even). So the same
argument as above (with (i, j) replaced by (k, l)) shows that 1⊗ aut(V ′) ⊂ g.
(7.8) Proposition. Let d be a positive integer and U a finite dimensional vector
space with a nondegenerate ǫ-symmetric form that is not an inner product space
of dimension two. If g is a semisimple Lie subalgebra of aut(U ⊗ V (d)) which
contains aut(U)× sl(2), but is not contained in aut(U)×aut(V (d)), then g contains
aut(U)× aut(V (d)).
The proof of this proposition is analogous to the proof of the proposition pre-
ceding it (relying sometimes on (7.5) instead of (7.2)) and so we omit it.
Proof of the theorem. As any 4-dimensional inner product space is the tensor prod-
uct of two sumplectic planes, we may assume that no Ui is of that type. Then for
k = 2 the assertion follows from the conjunction of (7.7), (7.8) and theorem (7.4).
We proceed with induction on k and assume k ≥ 3.
In case k = 3 and all factors U1, U2, U3 symplectic planes, then
aut(U1 ⊗ U2 ⊗ U3) = sl(U1)× sl(U2)× sl(U3) + sl(U1)⊗ sl(U2)⊗ sl(U3).
Since the last summand is irreducible as a sl(U1) × sl(U2) × sl(U3)-module and
contains a nonzero element of g, the theorem is then immediate.
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Assume therefore that we are not in this situation. First note that aut(U1⊗· · ·⊗
Uk) is the direct sum of the summands gǫ1(U1)⊗ · · · ⊗ gǫk(Uk) with ǫi ∈ {−, 0,+}
with the value − being taken an odd number of times (if Ui is a symplectic plane,
then ǫi cannot take the value +). By assumption g contains a nonzero element in
a summand gǫ1(U1)⊗ · · · ⊗ gǫk(Uk) with at least two nonzero ǫi’s.
If ǫi = 0 for some i, then let J denote the set of indices j with ǫj 6= 0. We
wish to apply our induction hypothesis to U := ⊗j∈JUj . For this, we need to
know that
∏
j∈J aut(Uj) is contained in a simple component of g ∩ aut(U). The
latter is certainly reductive. The simple component of g ∩ aut(U) that contains
aut(Uj) (j ∈ J) must also contain ⊗l∈Jgǫl(Ul) (since no nonzero element of gǫj (Uj)
commutes with the elements of aut(Uj)) and so the desired property holds. Our
induction hypothesis therfore applies and we conclude that g contains aut(U). Now
U cannot be the tensor product of two symplectic planes Ui ⊗ Uj , for in that
case aut(U) = sl(Ui) × sl(Uj), so that ǫi = 0 or ǫj = 0. Hence U will not be
a 4-dimensional inner product space and we may therefore apply the induction
hypothesis once more to the tensor product of U and the Ui with ǫi = 0 and
conclude that g = aut(U1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ Uk).
We next deal with the case when ǫi 6= 0 for all i. Suppose first that not all
factors Ui are symplectic planes. Since at least one ǫi is −, we can by renumbering
assume that ǫ1 = − and U2 is not a symplectic plane. We then show that ǫ3, . . . , ǫk
can be made zero while keeping ǫ1, ǫ2 nonzero, so that this takes us to the case
considered above. With the help of (7.2) and (7.5) we can find X1, X2 ∈ g−(U1)
with [X1, X2] 6= 0 and Yj ∈ gǫ(Ui) (j = 2, . . . k) such that Y 22 is not scalar, Y 2j is not
traceless for j ≥ 3, andXi⊗Y2⊗· · ·⊗Yk ∈ g (i = 1, 2). Then [X1, X2]⊗Y 22 ⊗· · ·⊗Y 2k
is an element of g whose component in g−(U1)⊗ g+(U2)⊗ 1⊗ · · · ⊗ 1 is nonzero.
It remains to do the case when all factors Ui are symplectic planes (and so
all ǫi’s are −). We then choose Xi ∈ sl(Ui) for i = 1, 2, 3 and Yj ∈ sl(Uj) for
j = 1, . . . , k such that Tr(Y 2j ) 6= 0 for j ≥ 4 and Z := [X1⊗X2⊗X3, Y1⊗Y2⊗Y3] /∈
sl(U1)× sl(U2)× sl(U3). Then
[X1 ⊗X2 ⊗X3 ⊗ Y4 ⊗ · · · ⊗ Yk, Y1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ Yk] = Z ⊗ Y 24 · · ·Y 2k
is an element of g with a nonzero component in sl(U1)⊗sl(U2)⊗sl(U3)⊗1⊗· · ·⊗1.
Therefore, g contains aut(U1 ⊗ U2 ⊗ U3) and the induction proceeds.
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